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ABSTRACT

In this project, we investigate the effectiveness of active interaction animation
tools for learning. We limit our scope to a particular computer science course
that teaches graph algorithms on an undergraduate level. More specifically, we
evaluate student understanding of basic graph algorithms when two kinds of
interactive animation tools are used by the students to learn the algorithms:
active interaction and passive interaction. We hypothesize that animations which
engage students in active interaction are more effective and more beneficial to
learning and comprehension than the animations which do not explicitly engage
students in active interaction. We conduct an experiment and study the effects of
these two kinds of interactive animation on learning effectiveness.
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and definitions

Visualization is often employed by educators to aid students in understanding
nontrivial concepts. The old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words is
especially pertinent to the study of abstract subjects such as computer science.
In particular, the study of graph algorithms involves several abstract concepts,
and it would be next to impossible to teach and fully comprehend such concepts
without utilizing some sort of visualization.

It is generally accepted that graphics can facilitate comprehension, learning,
memory, and inference [1], and it is clear that it is more beneficial to the student
when a verbal explanation of some abstract concept is complemented by a
visual presentation. However, there is no consensus on what types of
visualizations really improve insight and facilitate learning.

With the advance of technology, the use of visualization in academia evolved
from drawings on the chalk board to overhead transparencies, to static
presentation graphics, to animated presentation graphics, and most recently, to
the use of the interactive tools that allow students to see the demonstration of
the concept at their own pace. Unfortunately, over the years, much more
research effort has been spent on the technological aspects of software
visualization (especially algorithm animation) than on the pedagogical effects of
such systems [2]. This resulted in the disconnect between technical advances in
software visualization and the understanding on how this technology can and
should be applied to maximize the learning effectiveness. For instance, there is a
plethora of algorithm visualization tools available to educators today (see report
by [3]), but it is not known which of these tools enhance student learning more
effectively. Furthermore, it is not clear how to improve these tools so that student
learning is maximized. To this end, several studies have been done in an attempt
to show the effectiveness (or ineffectiveness) of certain visualization types [1, 2,
6, 12, 13] (see Section 1.2 for the discussion of prior work). 

Animation has been one of the popular targets of such studies; several research
attempts have compared animations to static graphics theorizing that animated
graphics would be more efficient for learning [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. However, results of
these studies are mixed. Some did not discover any noticeable improvement
[10], and the ones that did were often not making an accurate comparison [11],
because the animations involved interaction or contained more information than
did static graphics. In other words, the animation aspect was not well isolated
and was combined with some other factors that could have influenced the
outcome of the study. Because of this, it is uncertain whether animation by itself
contributes to learning effectiveness, or whether there are some other factors
(perhaps directly or indirectly linked to animation) that influence the learning
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effectiveness.

Furthermore, most animations have evolved into tools that allow the user to
interact with them by: pausing the animation, controlling the the animation
speed, progressing through the animation one step at a time. Some tools even
provide a way for the user to change how animation is presented. For instance,
user can: zoom in and out, pick alternative views, move or modify displayed
objects, etc. We refer to such type of visualization tools as interactive
animations, and it is on this kind of tools that we find it interesting to focus our
research. 

In this project we study how effective the interactive animation tools are on
student comprehension. For the purpose of our study, we classify the interactive
animation tools into two categories:

• passive interaction animation tools (hereafter “animations” or “animation
tools”)
 These are the animation tools that do not just display the animation of 
 the subject matter, but allow user to control how the animation is
 presented and carried out. For instance, the tool may allow user to pause
 the animation, control the speed at which the animation occurs, zoom in
 and out of the view, rearrange animated objects. Such tools are interactive
 by definition, since they, indeed, provide some user interface. However,
 they allow user to control only how the animation is represented and/or 
 the pace with which the animation occurs. The tools still have full control
 over which objects are being animated and over the sequence in which
 animation occurs. In classifying the interactive animation tools of this
 nature, we chose the term passive to reflect the reality of how these tools
 are being used by the students. The tools are essentially a one way
 information delivery, similar to a movie, where students have very limited
 intellectual engagement and simply sit back and watch the presented
 information. An overwhelming majority of the algorithm visualization tools
 fall under this category.

• active interaction animation tools (hereafter “interactive animation” or
“interactive tools”)
 These animation tools take interaction to the next level. In addition to
 providing the same controls as passive interaction tools, they allow user to
 control what objects are being animated and they allow user to conduct
 the animation (i.e. control the sequence in which animation occurs). In
 classifying the interactive animation tools of this nature, we chose the term
 active to reflect the main characteristic of these tools that enables active
 participation from the user. The tools transform the user from a mere
 observer to an active participant. 
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1.2 Prior work

Significant amount of research has been done on software visualization, and
even more effort has been spent on creation of visualization tools. For instance,
at the time of writing this report, there were close to 400 cataloged visualization
tools just for algorithm animation [5]. Unfortunately, pedagogical aspects of
software visualization has not received nearly as much attention. Much less
effort has been spent in assessing the algorithm animation tools and furthering
our understanding of what makes them more effective, despite the fact that
algorithms comprise an essential part of computer science. Perhaps, this could
be attributed to the intuition that animations, being dynamic, must have some
natural pedagogical benefits when they are applied to learning concepts and
processes that change with time (such as algorithms), and therefore, not as
much research has been done on what seemed to be an obvious matter.
Nevertheless, a number of research studies (notably Stasko, et al. [2, 6, 13])
have been carried out that aimed at understanding the pedagogical aspects of
algorithm animation tools. Results of those studies are mixed and demonstrate
that the subject matter is more complicated than it appears.  

Some early studies looked at how effective the static graphics are when
compared to learning from text. The results failed to identify a clear advantage of
graphics over the text [7, 8, 9, 1]. This shows that despite the intuition, graphics
may not be suitable in certain situations, and that only carefully designed
graphics could benefit learning. 

Later studies concentrated on learning effectiveness of animations, however, the
results were mixed. For example, [10] analyzed performance of the post-test for
two groups of students: one that learned the algorithm from textual form only and
the other that learned the algorithm from textual form and the animation of the
algorithm. The study found no significant difference in the post-test performance
of the two groups. The study from [11] found a significant benefit of animations
compared to static graphics. However, the animations in this study contained
critical information about the concept which static graphics did not have.
Therefore the benefit could have come from this additional information rather
than the animation itself [1]. 

Extensive work in the area of algorithm animation effectiveness has been done
by Stasko et al. [2, 6, 13]. In [13] the authors found that students who used the
animation tool interactively by creating their own graphs for the animation tool
performed slightly better on the post-tests than the students who passively
watched the animation.

Of particular interest to us was work done in [2]. In that experiment, students
were divided into four groups associated with the type of the learning tools
available to the students: 
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• no-animation/no-prediction
  Students were presented with the text description of an algorithm and
  were given 10 minutes to study it. 

• animation/no-prediction
  Students were presented with the text description of an algorithm and
  were given 5 minutes to study it. Then spent 5 minutes watching the
  algorithm animation.

• no-animation/prediction
  Students were presented with the text description of an algorithm and
  were given 5 minutes to study it. Then spent 5 minutes making predictions
  on the static graphs with immediate feedback from the experimenter.

• animation/prediction
  Students were presented with the text description of an algorithm and
  were given 5 minutes to study it. Then spent 5 minutes making explicit
  predictions while watching the algorithm animation.

A post-test was performed to test students' knowledge of the given algorithm.
The goal of the study was to examine whether animations of algorithms would
help students learn the algorithms more effectively. However, the results showed
that students in the no-animation/prediction group learned algorithms as
effectively as the students in the animation/no-prediction group, and even as
effectively as the students in the animation/prediction group. This suggests that
prediction is the key factor in learning effectiveness. This aligns well with our
belief in the effectiveness of active interaction animation tools, since animation
tools that provide user interface for prediction fall into our definition of active
interaction animation tools (see Section 1.1. Background and definitions). 

The results of [2] also showed that students in the no-animation/no-prediction
group did not learn as effectively as the students in the other three groups, and
that there were no significant differences in learning effectiveness for the
students in those three groups. The authors hypothesize that perhaps the
animation encourages learners to predict the algorithm's behavior, and therefore,
helps to increase the learning effectiveness. This is a plausible argument, yet
curious and apt learners may be encouraged to predict the algorithm's behavior
even without using animation. Furthermore, not all students are motivated
learners, and therefore, animation by itself might not encourage them to actively
participate in the learning process. Nevertheless, the observations made in [2]
are important and may help to create more effective animations (for instance,
designing animation in the way that would encourage prediction).

Another relevant work to our study is [12], where students were divided into two
groups: 
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• Students using the interactive animation tool
 The interactive aspects of the tool were “Show me” mode and “I'll Try”
 mode. With “Show me” mode students were able to see the solution, and
 with “I'll Try” mode, students were able to predict the solution. 

• Students using the non-interactive animation tool

Result of the study was surprising. The group that was using the interactive
animation tool performed slightly worse on the post-test than the group that was
using the non-interactive animation tool. Authors suggest that, most likely, the
students using the interactive tool were treating the tool as a video game or
engaged into a guessing game. In other words, they were not utilizing the tool
effectively. The authors did not make it clear, however, how many students who
used their interactive tool were actually making use of the “I'll try” mode and to
what degree (i.e. extensively or just a few times).

1.3 Project proposal

The main goal of this project is to study the learning effectiveness of active
interaction animations. A number of animation studies have been conducted in
the past. The common goal of all such studies was to examine the pedagogical
effects of software visualization and to better understand the key aspects of
creating effective tools for learning. However the studies tended to concentrate
on comparing animations to static graphics or attempted to demonstrate that
animations alone increase learning effectiveness. Unfortunately, the results of
the majority of those studies were mixed and did not support the hypothesis with
clear certainty. The most pertinent work to our project would be [2] (see Section
1.2. Prior Work). Its result suggests that active interaction (referred to as
“prediction” in their paper) is a key component in learning effectiveness.
However, it further theorized that animations without active interaction also aid
learning because they encourage active interaction. In other words, the paper
seems to suggest that animation itself has an implicit active interaction aspect.
For example, the paper noted that several students voluntarily chose to predict
the algorithm behavior while using the animation. However, it could be argued
that student curiosity and passion for learning encourages prediction, and the
animation is only giving an outlet for those predictions rather than actively
encourages them. Students that are not very excited about the algorithm or the
tool are less likely to engage in such active interaction and would passively
watch the animation take place. This is further supported by the result of our
survey (see Appendix D, question 6). We argue that an effective learning tool
would have to offer more benefit to all students, no matter how enthusiastic they
are about the subject.

Because interaction has been shown to facilitate learning and improve
comprehension [4, 1], and making predictions (i.e. actively interacting) was
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identified as being the key to effective learning [2], it would seem that animations
that require students to actively interact should be more effective for learning
than the animations that don't require active interaction. This is the hypothesis
we would like to test in this project. In other words, we conduct an experiment to
study the learning effectiveness of the interactive tools (i.e. active interaction)
and compare it to the learning effectiveness of the animations (i.e passive
interaction). We theorize that interactive tools will have greater learning
effectiveness. Even though we are not the first to utilize interactive tools and
animations in one study, to the best of our knowledge, our formulation of the
hypothesis (i.e. That animations that require active participation from the student
are more effective than animation that do not) is slightly different from the ones
in prior studies. We also tried to design an accurate study given the limited
number of students available for our pilot program. For each exercise, students
will use both an active interaction tool and an animation, though the order is
chosen at random. Student will answer topic questions before using either tool,
after the first tool, and after both tools. Over six exercises (each exercise
covering one algorithm), we use three different animation tools and two versions
of an interactive tool being developed at SJSU. 
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2 Experiment design

The experiment was designed to investigate the effect of active interaction
algorithm animation on student learning. Following is a brief summary of the
experiment's characteristics, followed by a more detailed coverage of the
experiment's design:

• Demographics
Participants were the students from two sections of the introductory
algorithms course (CS146: Data Structures and Algorithms) taught at the
San Jose State University in the Spring 2008 semester. There were a total
of 32 students.

• Content 
Six algorithms were used in the experiment: Breadth-First Search, Depth-
First Search, Kruskal's algorithm, Prim's algorithm, Bellman-Ford algorithm,
and Dijkstra's algorithm.

• Format 
Students were asked to complete six exercises (one for each algorithm). All
six exercises had identical structure which is outlined in details below. In a
nutshell, an exercise consisted of five phases: Question 1, Tool 1,
Question 2, Tool 2, Question 3. In the question phase students were
presented with a question about the algorithm, and in the Tool phase
students used active interaction animation tool and passive interaction
animation tool (the order in which the two tools were used by a particular
student was decided at random). 
Exercises were put on the department's web server and were available to
students through the web browser. To take an exercise students had to log
on to the course management system and follow a link to the exercise. 

• Data Collection
Various data were collected for each exercise. In the beginning and end of
each phase a log was saved that identified the student id, phase number,
and the timestamp. In addition, for each “question” phase, the answer and
the elapsed time were saved for each student, and for each “tool” phase
the number of attempts and their elapsed time were saved for each
student. All data were saved into relational database system.  

The experiment consisted of a series of exercises, with each exercise covering a
particular algorithm. Each exercise consisted of five phases outlined below:

• Phase 1
During this phase, student was presented with a question covering the
algorithm. Student was shown a picture of a graph, asked a question about
what the algorithm would do on that graph instance, and asked to submit
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the answer in the provided HTML form. The student was given 24 minutes
to complete the question, and the answer along with the elapsed time it
took the student to answer were recorded.
This phase is designed to measure the student's initial understanding of the
algorithm which had been shown in class.  

• Phase 2
During this phase, student was presented with one of the two tools, either
the interactive tool or the animation tool. Which tool was given was
determined at random. Student could spend unlimited time on the tool,
hopefully using it many times to further his/her understanding of the
algorithm. The total accumulated time spent on the tool was recorded.

• Phase 3 
This phase is identical to phase 1, except a different question was asked.
This phase is designed to measure the effect (if any) of the first tool on
student's comprehension of the algorithm.

• Phase 4
This phase is identical to phase 2, except a second of the two tools is
presented to the student (e.g. If interactive tool was picked in phase 2, the
animation tool will be chosen for phase 4).

• Phase 5
This phase is identical to phase 1, except a different question was asked.
This phase is designed to measure the effect of the second tool on the
student's comprehension of the algorithm.

The “question” phases (phase 1, phase 3, and phase 5) had several restrictions.
First, we deemed it necessary to limit the time allowed to complete the question
in order to ensure that the answer reflects the student's current understanding of
the algorithm. That is, we wanted to avoid instances where a student, after
seeing the question, would have had time to go back to the textbook or some
web site to do additional studying relevant to the question. The time limit for the
question was set at about 24 minutes, with questions designed to be answerable
within 10 minutes. The 24 minute limit was also due to the fact that it was the
default session timeout value on the web server used for our experiment.     

Secondly, students were not allowed to interrupt the question web page (for
instance, by reloading the page, going back a page, or closing the browser's
window). Any interruption would count as an incorrect answer. This restriction
was deemed necessary to help ensure proper experiment etiquette. For
instance, we wanted to avoid the scenario where student would see the question
and then go back to use one of the animation tools. Not having this restriction
would also cause difficulty in recording an accurate time it took the student to
answer the question. Since the student could have, potentially, copied the
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question, exited the browser, then worked on the problem off-line, coming back
to the question page later to submit the answer.

Before loading the question page, students were shown a warning page that
explained to them about the aforementioned restrictions. Furthermore, any
attempt to interrupt the question page, would result in a confirmation window
popping up that warned them that leaving the page would result in their answer
being marked as an incorrect answer.

We chose not to limit the time students could spend on the “tool” phases (phase
2 and phase 4) because our goal was to measure the tool's effect on learning.
Limiting student's interaction time with the tool could potentially interfere with the
measurement by not allowing students to have enough time to learn and get the
best benefit. Besides, if the tool were ineffective, it would not matter how long it
would be used by the student; the student would be unlikely to improve his/her
understanding of the algorithm by using the tool for a longer time.     

To analyze the design of our experiment we refer to [14], which discusses
general issues with experiments on algorithm animations and lists seven
animation-specific design factors that a good experiment should address. Below
is the table that describes the seven design factors, their definition from [14] and
how they were addressed in our experiment.

Factor Definition Notes

Usability The system should be
sufficiently mature so that
it produces little or no
student feedback on
environment problems or
envisioned system
enhancements.

Overall there were no
major negative feedback
from the participants. A
few minor issues came
during one of the
exercises but were
resolved before the next
exercise.

Animation quality Instructor input should
guide animation design,
based on pedagogic
experience.

Designs for both of the
interactive tools used in
our experiment were lead
by the CS Professors at
SJSU. The system,
however, is in
development and has
concentrated less on
animations than on the
interactive quality. 
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Training Students should receive
hands- on
instruction for operating
the animation
environment, especially
learning and study.
skills

Unfortunately, time
constraints and other
circumstances prevented
us from being able to
provide hands-on training
to participants. 

Logistics The animation platform
should be
widely and easily
accessible.

Experiment was run over
the internet and all tools
were implemented as
Java applets.

Animation use type The experiment should
target one specific use of
animations.

Specific target was the
animation of graph
algorithms.

Individual differences Demographic and
cognitive factors that may
affect response
should be factored into
results.

The tool type that each
student used first was
picked at random,
providing a true random
sample.  

Algorithm difficulty The algorithm being
animated should be
sufficiently complex that
subjects will feel a need
for additional
support, but not so
complex that it cannot be 
well visualized.

Our experiment consisted
of six algorithms ranging
in difficulty from
elementary to moderate.

Table1: Experiment design factors

Due to the time constraints, we had limited time for the design and planning of
the experiment, however we feel it measures up reasonably well against the
aforementioned design factors. 
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3 Experiment setup

This section describes how the experiment was setup and carried out. It provides
specific details about the tools used in the experiment, the algorithms covered by
the exercises, and the environment in which the experiment was carried out.

The setup for running the experiment consisted of several parts which are
outlined below and are covered in more detail in the sections that follow.

• Environment
One of the main aspects for the experiment setup was the exercise
environment. Decisions had to be made on how the exercises would be
made available to the students, what format would the exercises have,
and how the exercise statistics would be collected.
To make the exercises widely and easily accessible, we made them
available over the internet. Each exercise was implemented as a series
of web pages, where each web page represented a logical phase of the
exercise. The exercise web pages had a predefined progression so that
the participant was taken from one phase of the exercise to the next
with a click of a corresponding button. Please refer to Appendix A for
more details and for the series of screen shots that illustrate the flow of
the exercise.
For some exercise phases (question phases) students had to complete
the phase as a logical unit of work, meaning that they could not
interrupt the phase web page and had to complete the phase within a
given time limit. For other phases (tool phases) students were allowed
multiple (but not concurrent) sessions, meaning that they could exit the
phase web page and return to it at a later time. There was no restriction
on how many times students could enter/exit the phase and there was
no restriction on the time student could spend on the phase.
All student activities were logged, and various statistics collected. Both
logs and statistics were saved into a relational database (PostgreSQL). 
After completing an exercise, student would not be allowed to repeat
that exercise again (otherwise the data would be inaccurate).

To minimize the amount of work, the exercises were deployed using the
course management system (Moodle). The advantage of doing so was
that we would not need to implement the user management system and
could take advantage of several course administration features that
course management systems offer. It also made it possible to reuse
code for HTML form processing, HTML formatting, logging, and
database access.
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• Exercises
For the experiment, we wanted to collect data for six different
algorithms. Thus, it was natural to break up the experiment into six
independent parts, each part covering one algorithm. In a sense, our
experiment was really a set of six smaller experiments. We refer to
these experiments as “exercises” since they were presented to the
students as a homework exercises that were graded.

• Questions
Each exercise had three question phases. Therefore, we needed to
compose three different questions per algorithm. Questions had to be
of comparable difficulty. All questions had the same format in the sense
that some graph was given to the student and he/she was asked about
an algorithm's behavior on that graph. For the answer portion, student
was asked to provide some specific information that would tell us
whether the student ran the algorithm correctly and how well he/she
understands the algorithm. Thus, the answer part was naturally
different for each algorithm.

• Tools
Given that the exercises were accessed through the internet via a
course management system, a natural choice for the tool format was a
Java applet. Thus, for each exercise, a corresponding tool was
embedded into the tool page as an applet.

3.1 Interactive Tools

To recap earlier discussion (see Section 1.1), when we refer to interactive tools,
we refer to active interaction algorithm animation tools. These tools not only
show the animation of an algorithm but also allow the user to engage in active
learning. The most common feature of interactive tools is allowing the user to
direct the animation flow by telling the tool what to do next. Intuitively, this is a
powerful learning feature, and is the subject of our study.   

Surprisingly, the number of active interaction algorithm animation tools is small.
In fact, at the time of writing this report, we are aware of only two such tools that
are rich in interactive features and cover many algorithms: IDSV (Interactive
Data Structures Visualization) [15], TRAKLA2 [16]. Also, a new tool - Framework
for Active Learning [17] is being currently developed here at San Jose State
University.

For our experiment we decided to use the tool that is being developed at our
university. It was a good opportunity to try the tool with a wider audience and get
some feedback from the students, which could be valuable to the tool designers.
At the time of experiment design and preparation, there were two preliminary
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versions of the interactive tool, each having a slightly different approach to the
interface, features, and level of interaction. For instance, one of the versions,
similar to TRAKLA2, allows students to make incorrect moves and provides the
feedback showing correct moves along side the student's moves. Another
version of the tool, similar to IDSV, prevents incorrect moves by immediately
displaying an error message and giving a hint about what the correct move
should be. We used both preliminary versions in our experiment since they were
developed in parallel and covered different algorithms. This allowed us to include
more algorithms in our experiment. Perhaps the experiment data could also be
used by the tool designers to help shape the future direction of the tool
development. 

In this report we will refer to one of the versions of the tool as tool1 and the other
version as tool2. This numbering is arbitrary and does not imply that one of the
versions is more significant than the other, nor does it portray any preference for
one version or the other. These are simply two versions of the interactive tool.

Following are brief descriptions of the two versions of interactive tool that we
used in the experiment.

3.1.1 Tool1

The framework is the result of Sean Sharma's Thesis work [17] under guidance
of Dr. Horstmann. In the software system implemented under this framework,
user is presented with the visualization of a problem, covering a particular
algorithm, and with the action choices to apply the algorithm to visualization. The
user is required to solve the problem by using specific actions at appropriate time
to manipulate the appropriate visualization objects. In a sense, the user is acting
on the behalf of the algorithm and directing the animation step by step as if the
animation was run by the algorithm. When user instructs the system to make the
next move, the action is checked against the algorithm. If the move does not
correspond to what would have been done by the algorithm, an error is issued
informing the user of the incorrect move. Otherwise, user's direction is carried
out by the system by animating the step of the algorithm. User continues to
instruct the system step by step until the problem is completed. The framework
provides user with the ability to ask the system to make the next move via Show
Next Step mode, similar to how it is done in the IDSV. 

The usefulness of this feature is twofold. It could be used by the user as 'help',
perhaps once the user reaches a point where he/she is not sure what the correct
move would be. Or it could be used to run the animation of the algorithm entirely
from start to finish, perhaps by the students less familiar with the algorithm and
wishing to see some animated examples first. Note that if used in this manner,
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the system would not be utilized effectively and the active interaction aspect
would be lost. 

Figure 1 below illustrates the instance of the Bellman-Ford shortest path
algorithm problem.

Figure 1: Instance of the Bellman-Ford algorithm problem 

Available actions are presented on the right hand side of the tool's window along
with some directions. User is expected to select appropriate action (“Next Edge”
or “Update w[] and ?[]”) for each step until problem is completed. Note that the
framework allows the problem creator to control the level of user interaction for
the problem. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 1, the next edge is
automatically selected when user's action is “Next Edge”, however the problem
could be easily setup so that the user would have to pick the next edge manually
by clicking on it.

The framework automatically keeps track of the basic statistics such as: the
number of correct moves, the number of incorrect moves, the number of times
Show Next Step mode has been used, and the elapsed time it takes the user to
finish the instance of the problem. These statistics are shown to the user when
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the problem is completed. As an example, Figure 2 below shows the completed
instance of the problem from Figure 1. 

    

Figure 2: Completed instance of the Bellman-Ford algorithm problem

Note that this tool's design idea was to make creating exercises easy, with only
minor modifications to the algorithm.

We chose to use this tool for two exercises of our experiment: Breadth-First
search algorithm, and the Bellman-Ford algorithm. In the remainder of this report
we will refer to this tool as interactive tool1. 

3.1.2 Tool2

This framework was developed by Edward Yin under guidance of Dr. Taylor.
The framework has somewhat different objectives compared to the tool1. It puts
more emphasis on the automated feedback and automated grading, allowing
students more freedom to “go wrong” and catch their own mistakes. This tool
allows more general interaction than tool1, at the cost of the exercises being
more complex to write. At the time of conducting our experiment (and writing this
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report), the framework was still under development but had enough functionality
to be used for our purpose. This framework is similar to the TRAKLA2
framework. 

In the software system implemented under this framework, a user is presented
with the visualization of a problem, covering a particular algorithm, and with the
action choices to apply the algorithm to visualization. The user is required to
solve the problem by using specific actions at appropriate time to manipulate the
appropriate visualization objects. Just as in the framework of Tool1, the user is
acting on the behalf of the algorithm and directing the animation step by step as
if the animation was run by the algorithm. When user instructs the system to
make the next move, the action is registered in the internal structure and user's
direction is carried out. Note that unlike interaction tool1, the action is not
checked against the algorithm until the instance is submitted for automated
grading. Thus, no errors are issued for the incorrect moves during the exercise.
User continues to instruct the system step by step until the problem is
completed. 

The framework provides user with the ability to undo/redo the moves, which is an
essential feature when no errors are issued for invalid moves right away. Should
the user make a mistake at some step, he/she may be able to realize this at the
later time (perhaps when a problem state is reached where something does not
make sense). User then could use the undo feature to go back to the step where
mistake was made and make a correct move. 

The framework does not provide user with the ability to ask the system to make
the next move. Instead, it provides are more advanced feedback feature. Once
the Submit action is picked by the user, the system goes into the grading mode
where the correct moves are compared side by side with the moves made by the
user. Moreover, user is able to return to the exercise from the grading mode and
freely toggle between the modes. This powerful feature is similar to TRAKLA2
and can be used in several ways. One way is to use it as a validation of the
submitted work. User would work on the problem to completion (or to certain
point), then go to the grading mode and check the submitted moves for
correctness. Another way this feature could be utilized is to emulate the Show
Next Step mode of other tools. To see the next move (or series of moves), user
would switch to the grading mode, step to the point where he/she is currently at
in the problem instance, and then make one or more steps to see the next
correct moves. On the extreme side, the system could be used to just see the
animation of the algorithm from start to finish without having to provide correct
moves. This can be achieved by making an arbitrary first move and then
switching to the grading mode and stepping through the problem instance
watching the animation on the side of the window where the correct moves are
displayed. Note that if used in this manner, the system would not be utilized
effectively and the active interaction aspect would be lost. 
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Figure 3 below illustrates the instance of the Kruskal's minimum spanning tree
algorithm problem.

Figure 3: Instance of the Kruskal's algorithm problem

At the time of our experiment, the framework did not automatically collect user
statistics. Later phases of the framework design plan to implement collection of
various statistics such as number of correct moves, number of incorrect moves,
number of times the Undo, Redo, Submit, and New Graph actions were taken,
elapsed time of the exercise, etc. To facilitate our experiment, the framework
added the ability to calculate the elapsed time it takes the user to finish the
instance of the problem.

Figure 4 below demonstrates the grading mode. It shows the error made by the
user on step number 8. User is able to go back, undo the steps back to the step
number 7, make the correct move number 8 this time around, and then resume
making moves. 
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Figure 4: Grading mode for the Kruskal's algorithm problem instance

We chose to use this tool for four exercises of our experiment: Depth-First
search algorithm, Kruskal's algorithm, Prim's algorithm, and Dijkstra's algorithm.
In the remainder of this report we will refer to this tool as interactive tool2. 

3.2 Animation Tools

To recap earlier discussion (see Section 1.1), when we refer to animation tools,
we refer to passive interaction algorithm animation tools. These tools have some
basic interactive features, most common of which allows the user to control the
animation flow by pausing, stepping, or running the animation at specified speed.
Several algorithm animation tools introduced the ability for the user to create his/
her own input to the tool to animate. For instance, graph animation tools allow
user to build new graphs from scratch and then run animation on them. This is a
good step towards active interaction, however it is not clear how beneficial this
feature is for unmotivated students or students who understand very little of the
algorithm they are trying to learn. After all, if one does not understand the basics
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of the algorithm, how can he/she construct a meaningful graph that would
address the peculiarities of the algorithm one is trying to learn. Perhaps this
feature is most useful to those who understand algorithm well but are unsure
about certain instances or special cases of applying the algorithm. In that case it
is great to have the feature that allows one to construct the graph to test that
particular aspect of the algorithm. We chose not to classify animation tools with
this “build your own graph” feature as active interaction animation tools.

To our surprise, finding animation tools for our exercises turned out not to be as
trivial as we expected. According to the report in [3], there are hundreds of
algorithm animation tools available on the internet. The authors maintain a
catalog of several hundred algorithm visualizations [3,5]. However when we
visited the catalog, we found that only 39 of those were graph algorithms, and
about a quarter of those were traversals (Breadth-First Search, Depth-First
search). In addition, we needed animations that would be easy to embed into a
web page so that we could keep track of certain statistics (like elapsed time and
number of uses). We were not able to find one animation tool that would match
our criteria and cover all algorithms in our experiment, thus, we picked three
animation tools that seemed of a good quality to us and were easy to embed into
a web page. Following is a brief overview of each one.

3.2.1 Animation tool1 

For our first exercise (Breadth-First Search) we chose the animation tool
developed by Thomas Wolf [18]. Figure 5 below shows a screen shot of the
applet. This animation tool had predefined graphs constructed by us using this
same tool (the tool allows saving created graphs on local disk). It also allowed
users to construct their own graphs. We refer to this tool as animation tool1. 
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           Figure 5: Thomas Wolf's animation applet 

3.2.2 Animation tool2
For our fourth exercise (Prim's algorithm) we chose the animation tool developed
by Mustafa Incel [19]. Unfortunately, this tool did not support predefined graphs,
so users had to create their own. The other Prim's algorithm animation tool we
looked at had predefined graphs but did not allow creation of the graphs by the
user and had no annotations making it hard for those who don't know the
algorithm well to follow the animation. The tool developed by Mr. Incel had a nice
feature that showed a highlighted line progressing through the pseudocode of
the algorithm, allowing user to make better connection between the animation
and the algorithm. Figure 6 shows a screen shot of this animation tool. We refer
to this tool as animation tool2.
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Figure 6: Mustafa Incel's animation applet

3.2.3 Animation tool3

For the rest of our exercises we chose the animation tool developed at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute [20]. This tool has predefined graphs and also
allows for creation of customized graphs. The interface is straight forward and
intuitive. We found this tool to be the best of all other animation applets that we
have looked at, needing no real explanation for students to use,and were
fortunate to be able to use it for most of our exercises.
Figure 7 below shows a screen shot of this animation tool. We refer to this tool
as animation tool3.
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Figure 7: Animation applet by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

3.3 Moodle

The experiment was deployed in the Moodle environment. Moodle is a course
management system (CMS). It is a free, open source software platform that
allows educators to create and manage online courses and learning communities
[21]. Moodle is developed in PHP and its modular design allows for easy
extension. 

Our choice of Moodle as a deployment platform was twofold. Most importantly,
we needed to make exercises to be easily accessible and maintained, as well as
track student activities, all without investing into developing a framework form the
ground up. A secondary goal was to design the exercises in a way that would
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allow Computer Science professors at San Jose State University to incorporate
the exercises and interactive tools into their curriculum for teaching algorithm
courses. Moodle's abundant features, modular design, and open source nature
allowed us to meet both goals. 

The following Moodle features were utilized:

• User management
Each participating student was given a user id and was enrolled into a
CS146 course created specifically for the experiment. Recall that the
population sample for our experiment consisted of all student enrolled into
the two traditional CS146 course sessions taught at the SJSU in Spring
2008 semester. The professor teaching both sections of the traditional
CS146 course (Dr. Taylor) was assigned a teacher role in this online
course.

• Course management
An online CS146 course was created to carry out our experiment. The
course had a topic format, with each topic being an exercise for a particular
algorithm. The course teacher (Dr. Taylor) made each exercise available to
students after covering associated algorithm in class. Each exercise was
assigned as a graded homework and had a due date of approximately one
week after the assigned date.

• Database access
A new database table was created to store the exercise statistics, and
several existing tables were used for the experiment. We were able to
utilize the existing code for interacting with the database (e.g. querying and
modifying the tables).

• Logging 
We were able to take a full advantage of existing logging capabilities.
Moodle automatically logs every activity, and therefore, we could
extrapolate certain statistics from the log records in addition to the statistics
we explicitly recorded. These logs proved to be useful in diagnosing some
issues related to student activity (e.g. session timeouts due to user
inactivity).

• HTML support
We were able to significantly reduce the amount of coding effort by reusing
existing functions for HTML formatting and form processing.

Our experiment setup in Moodle was as follows:

1) CS146 course was created in Moodle, and user ids with initial passwords
were created for each student.

2) Each student was sent an e-mail note from the instructor, identifying the
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web site link to the course and the student's user id along with the
temporary initial password. Students were required to change their initial
password at the time of the very first log in to Moodle.

3) When logging in for the very first time, students were presented with a
consent form. This form was a fulfilment of the university's requirement as
applied to all studies conducted on students. The form explained the nature
of the experiment and provided the option for a student to opt out from the
experiment. The choice of the student to participate or opt out was not
made known to the instructor with the caveat that anonymous consent or
rejection would be discernible. Statistics collected for those who opted out
would not be included into analysis (however, all students elected to
participate). The consent form can be seen in its entirety in Appendix B. 

4) After logging in (and completing the consent form in the case of the very
first log in), students would come to the main page of the course where the
links to the exercise were presented. Students could navigate to the desired
exercises or other features of the course. Each exercise was made
available to students as the associated algorithm was covered in the class
lecture. Figure 8 below, shows the main course page with all six exercise
available to students. 

5) In addition to exercise links for students, course activity report was also
modified so that the course teacher and the experiment administrator could
easily see the progress of each exercise. The activity reports showed, for
each exercise, a list of students who attempted the exercise. In addition, for
each student who attempted the exercise, some specific information could
be obtained (by clicking on the student name) that showed the exercise
phases completed by the student at that time and the phases statistics. For
example, student's answers for the question phases could be seen, and/or
elapsed times for using the tools could be seen. Figure 9 below gives an
example.
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Figure 8: CS146 course main page with six exercises   

Figure 9: Detailed exercise report for a student
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3.4 Exercises

The goal of each exercise was to measure the effectiveness of the active
interaction tool on student learning and to compare this effectiveness to the one
of the animation tool. Unlike many studies done in the past, we chose not to
have a screening test for dividing participants into different groups. Instead, we
decided to randomly assign students into groups. One group was the students
who were given interactive tool as the first tool to use, and the other group was
the students who were given the animation tool first. These groups were decided
randomly for each exercise. Thus, the first question of the exercise served as a
baseline for each student, and the second question was used to measure the
effect of the tool.

Furthermore, the experiment participants were asked to use a second tool
(whichever one was not picked as the first tool) after answering the second
question. For example, if an interactive tool was picked for the student first, the
animation tool would be picked for the second tool. The third question was asked
after a student had used the second tool to study. The addition of this “second
tool” and “third question” phases were mainly added to ensure the exercise
fairness for the students. Because the exercises were used as graded
assignments and the algorithms practiced in these exercises were tested on the
midterms, it would be unfair to give students different tools to learn the
algorithms. Therefore, the experiment was designed to give all students equal
opportunity for studying the algorithms. Statistics collected from these additional
phases could potentially be used for additional analysis. 

The structure of all six exercises was the same. The only difference between the
exercises was the choice of tools and the covered algorithm. The flow of the
exercise consisted of the series of web pages that were loaded in predefined
order. Below is the classification of the web pages that made up the exercise:

• introduction page
The introduction page informed the student about the algorithm the
exercise covered, and gave detailed instructions about each phase of the
exercise. A “Start” button was provided below the directions which would
take the student to the next page.

• pre-question page 
The pre-question page informed the student that the next page is the
question page and that the question would need to be answered within 24
minutes without any web page interruptions such as reloading the page, or
leaving the page by navigating the browser back or closing the browser
window. Even though the introduction page provided the same information,
we deemed it necessary to remind the student about these restrictions
before each question. A “Next” button was provided below the information
text which would take the student to the next page.  
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• question page 
The question page contained a question that tested the student's
understanding of the algorithm. HTML form was provided for the student to
enter and submit the answer. Question structure is described in more
details in the specific exercise sections that follow.
Note that, as mentioned before, the question page could not be interrupted.
A warning message box would open if the student attempted any
interruption. If, after the warning, the student wished to exit anyway, the
answer for the current question would be saved as incorrect (“empty”
answer string).      

• tool page 
The tool page contained an applet of the particular tool (interactive tool or
animation tool). A “Done” button was provided below the applet which
would be used by the student to terminate the tool phase and proceed to
the next page.

• final page 
The final page was displayed after the last phase (the third question) was
completed by the student. The page informed the student that the exercise
was completed and also had an embedded interactive tool used for the
exercise. The interactive tool was given on the final page for those students
who would want to use the tool even after completing the exercise (perhaps
to study for the class test or to voluntarily use the tool to further their
understanding of the algorithm).

Following is the overview of the exercise flow as it would occur on the very first
time the student attempted the exercise. Some notes are included that describe
what the flow would be for the repeated exercise attempts by the student (refer
to Appendix A for the example screen shots):

• When a student clicked on the exercise link in the Moodle CS146 course,
the he/she would be presented with the introduction page. 
All subsequent attempts of the exercise would also start with this page (for
the sake of reminding the student about the logistics of the exercise).

• When a student clicked the “Start” button on the introduction page, he/she
would be taken to the pre-question page of the first question. If this was not
the first attempt of the exercise, the student would be taken to the last page
he/she was on before quitting the exercise, with one exception: if the last
page the student was on before exiting the exercise was the question page,
then the page the student would be taken would be the page of the next
phase after the question (it would be one of the tool's pages or the final
page).
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• When a student clicked “Next” button on the pre-question page for the first
question, he/she would be taken to the first question page.

• After submitting the answer to the first question, the student would be taken
to the first tool page. At this time, either the interactive tool or the animation
tool would be loaded. The choice was determined by using PHP built-in
random number generation function (mt_rand) to get a random number. If
the number was even, interactive tool would be chosen, otherwise the
animation tool would be chosen. Students were encouraged to spend as
much time as they need using the tool. By design, this would be the most
common page where students would exit the exercise and come back to
when resuming the exercise at a later time. 
A “Done” button was provided on the bottom of the page and student were
instructed to click it only when they whished to terminate the tool phase and
proceed to the next phase of the exercise.

• When a student clicked “Done” button, he/she would be taken to the pre-
question page for the second question. 

• When a student clicked “Next” button, he/she would be taken to the second
question page.

• After submitting the answer to the second question, the student would be
taken to the second tool page. The tool used on this page would be the one
not picked for the first tool page (e.g. if intercation tool was picked for the
first tool page, animation tool would be picked for the second tool page, and
vice versa).

• When a student clicked “Done” button, he/she would be taken to the pre-
question page of the third question. 

• After submitting the answer to the third question, the student would be
taken to the final page of the exercise. The exercise would be marked
completed for the student. Any subsequent attempts of this exercise would
bring the student directly to this final page.

Figure 10 below shows a diagram representing the exercise flow. The numbers
next to the transition arrows to the Exit state enumerate different exit points, and
the numbers next to the transition arrows from the Introduction state shows
which state will be entered if the exercise were terminated at the corresponding
exit point. For example, if the exercise were terminated at Question 1 phase or at
tool1 phase, it would resume at tool1 phase, and if the exercise were terminated
during pre-question 2 phase, it would be resumed at the pre-question 2 phase. 
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Figure 10: state diagram for the exercise flow

3.4.1 Breadth-First Search

Exercise number one covered the Breadth-First Search algorithm.

For the question phases of the exercise, the following question structure was
used:

Question
Given the following graph, perform a breadth first search starting from
vertex A (break all ties alphabetically). Compute the order of exploration of
all vertices. Provide the answer in the form of a comma-separated vertex
ids in the order of exploration (e.g.: A,B,C,D,E,F,G)

Answer format
A simple text box was provided for the student to enter the answer string.

For the animation tool, animation tool1 was used. Using this tool, students could
observe the animation of the BFS algorithm being performed on several pre-
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made graphs or students could construct their own graphs and watch the
algorithm being performed on those graphs.

For the interactive tool, interactive tool1 was used. In this tool, students were
presented with the randomly generated graph and were asked to direct the tool
to perform the BFS algorithm on that graph. Student had to direct the tool by first
clicking the vertices of the graph in the correct order to dequeue a vertex into the
output list or to enqueue a neighbor vertex of the current vertex. Then, after all
vertices were processed (dequeued into the output list), students needed to pick
the correct tree edges to the current vertex selected by the tool from the output
list. Figures 11 and 12 below illustrate these two phases (for two different graph
instances).

Figure 11: Selecting vertices to dequeue/enqueue
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Figure 12: Selecting edges for the output vertices

3.4.2 Depth-First Search

Exercise number two covered the Depth-First Search algorithm.

For the question phases of the exercise, the following question structure was
used:

Question
Given the following graph, perform a depth first search starting from vertex
A (break all ties alphabetically). Compute discovery/finish time for each
vertex, and label each edge as tree, back, forward, or cross. Provide the
answer in the form entries below.

Answer format
For each vertex, two simple text boxes were provided for the student to
enter the discovery and finish times of the vertex. For each edge, a drop
down selection list was provided for the student to pick the correct edge
classification. The choices were: “Tree”, “Back”, “Forward”, ”Cross”. 

For the animation tool, animation tool3 was used. Using this tool, students could
observe the animation of the DFS algorithm being performed on pre-made graph
or students could construct their own graphs and watch the algorithm being
performed on those graphs.
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For the interactive tool, interactive tool2 was used. In this tool, students were
presented with the randomly generated graph and were asked to direct the tool
to perform the DFS algorithm on that graph. Students had to direct the tool by
first clicking the current vertex's edge appropriate number of times to classify it
(each click of the edge cycled through the possible classification types). Once
the edge was classified, the student had to make a decision whether the vertex
on the other end of the edge needs to be entered. Vertices were discovered by
clicking on them once and vertices were finished by clicking in them again.
Figure 13 below shows an example of the DFS problem.

Figure 13: DFS problem in interactive tool2

3.4.3 Kruskal's Algorithm

Exercise number three covered the Kruskal's Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm.

For the question phases of the exercise, the following question structure was
used:
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Question
Given the following graph, find the minimum spanning tree using Kruskal's
algorithm. Provide the answer in the form of a comma-separated edges in
the order of them being added to the tree (e.g.: AB,FE,BC)

Answer format
A simple text box was provided for the student to enter the answer string. 

For the animation tool, animation tool3 was used. Using this tool, students could
observe the animation of the Kruskal's algorithm being performed on pre-made
graph or students could construct their own graphs and watch the algorithm
being performed on those graphs.

For the interactive tool, interactive tool2 was used. In this tool, students were
presented with the randomly generated graph and were asked to direct the tool
to perform the Kruskal's algorithm on that graph. The student had to direct the
tool by clicking the edges in the correct order appropriate number of times to
classify them as either included into the tree or excluded from the tree. Figure 14
below shows an example of the Kruskal's problem.

Figure 14: Kruskal's problem in interactive tool2.
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3.4.4 Prim's Algorithm

Exercise number four covered the Prim's Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm.

For the question phases of the exercise, the following question structure was
used:

Question
Given the following graph, perform Prim's algorithm starting at vertex A.
For the answer, provide for each vertex a comma-separated list of all its
intermediately stored weights (keys)(e.g.: Vertex A: 50, 9, 2)

Answer format
For each vertex, a simple text box was provided for the student to enter
the answer string. 

For the animation tool, animation tool2 was used. Using this tool, students could
observe the animation of the Prim's algorithm (as well as see the flow through
the pseudocode) being performed on graphs constructed by the student.

For the interactive tool, interactive tool2 was used. In this tool, students were
presented with the randomly generated graph and were asked to direct the tool
to perform the Prim's algorithm on that graph. Student had to direct the tool by
first clicking the correct vertices that needed to be updated. Once all required
vertices were updated, student needed to click on the correct edge to be added
to the tree. Figure 15 below shows an example of the Prim's problem.
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Figure 15: Prim's algorithm in interactive tool2.

3.4.5 Bellman-Ford Algorithm

Exercise number five covered the Bellman-Ford Shortest Path algorithm.

For the question phases of the exercise, the following question structure was
used:

Question
Given the following graph, perform Bellman-Ford algorithm starting at
vertex A and assuming that in each iteration the edges are relaxed in the
following order: BC,AF,AD,CB,DB,DC,DE,FD,FE,ED

Provide for each vertex its intermediate weights as well as the iteration
number when that weight was set.

Provide the answer in the format: weight#iteration. For example, if vertex
B had weight of 5 set during iteration 1, and then weight of 4 and then 1
set during iteration 2, the format would be: 5#1, 4#2, 1#2
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Note that initial weights are already provided for you in the answer.

Also provide a comma-separated list of edges of the shortest path's tree in
the order in which the algorithm adds them (e.g.: AD, DC, DB)

Answer format
For each vertex, a simple text box was provided for the student to enter
the answer string. Initial weight 0#0 was provided for vertex A, and initial
weight inf#0 was provided for all other vertices.  

For the animation tool, animation tool3 was used. Using this tool, students could
observe the animation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm on the pre-made graph or
students could construct their own graphs and watch the algorithm being
performed on those graphs.

For the interactive tool, interactive tool1 was used. In this tool, students were
presented with the randomly generated graph and were asked to direct the tool
to perform the Bellman-Ford algorithm on that graph. Student had to direct the
tool by either selecting “Next” for the tool to pick the next edge or by selecting
“Update” to update the vertex weight if the current edge completed a better path
than seen so far. Once no updates have happened thought the full iteration
through the edges, the student had to pick “Done” to signal the termination of the
algorithm to the tool. Figure 16 below shows an example of the Bellman-Ford
algorithm.
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Figure 16: Bellman-Ford algorithm in interactive tool1.

3.4.6 Dijkstra's Algorithm

Exercise number six covered the Dijkstra's Shortest Path algorithm.

For the question phases of the exercise, the following question structure was
used:

Question
Given the following graph, perform Dijkstra's algorithm starting at vertex A.

For the answer, provide for each vertex a comma-separated list of all its
intermediately stored weights (e.g.: Vertex A: 50, 9, 2).

Also provide a comma-separated list of edges of the shortest path's tree in
the order in which the algorithm adds them (e.g.: AB, BC, CD)

Answer format
For each vertex, a simple text box was provided for the student to enter
the answer string. Additional text box was provided for the student to enter
the edges of the shortest path tree.
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For the animation tool, animation tool3 was used. Using this tool, students could
observe the animation of the Dijkstra's algorithm being performed on the pre-
made graph or students could construct their own graphs and watch the
algorithm being performed on those graphs.

For the interactive tool, interactive tool2 was used. In this tool, students were
presented with the randomly generated graph and were asked to direct the tool
to perform the Dijkstra's algorithm on that graph. Student had to direct the tool by
first highlighting an incident edge from the current vertex by clicking on the edge
once. Then, if the vertex at the other end of the edge needed to be updated,
student had to click on that vertex, otherwise, student had to click on the edge to
eliminate it from the shortest path tree. Once current vertex processing was
done, student had to select the next vertex to process. Figure 17 below shows
an example of the Dijkstra's problem.

Figure 17: Dijkstra's algorithm in interactive tool2. 
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4 Results and Analysis

In this section we present the data collected from the experiment and describe
the statistical analysis we conducted. The discussion and conclusions we drew
from the analysis are presented in the sections that follow.

For each exercise of the experiment we collected the following statistics: 

• Answer score for each of the three questions
Answers were graded by the professor teaching the CS146 course.
Exercises were graded without considering which tool (animation or
interactive tool) was seen first for that student. All scores had an integer
value form 0 (zero) to either 3 (three) or 6 (six) depending on the exercise.
Partial credit was given as deemed appropriate by the professor. The
following exercises had a maximum score of 3: Breadth-first Search,
Kruskal's algorithm, Prim's algorithm. Other exercises had a maximum
score of 6.

• Time spent on each tool phase
Time (in seconds) for the duration of each phase was saved. The time for
tool phases (phase 2 and phase 4) were of the most interest to us. 

Complete data and graphs for our experiment and analysis are presented in
Appendix C. It takes many pages, and therefore, to avoid exploding this section
with tables and graphs, we only present a subset of the data here – mostly to
provide some visual support for the topics covered in this section. 

In summary, we performed the following analysis for each of the six exercises:

• For each exercise, we moved students results into two groups. First group
was for the students who happened to see the interactive tool first (i.e.
Interactive tool was picked for phase 2 of the exercise, and animation was
used in phase 4). We will refer to this group as interaction group. 
The second group was for the students who saw the animation first (i.e.
animation was picked for phase 2 of the exercise, and interactive tool was
used in phase 4). We refer to this group as animation group.

• We created multiple sets of data, each set representing different counting
approach. One set contained data for all students which took the exercise,
even thought some of them might not have answered all the questions. We
treated such skipped questions as having a score of 0 (for example,
assuming that question was skipped due to not knowing how to answer,
and thus this could be treated as if the question was answered incorrectly
with no partial credit). We refer to this data set as complete set. Note that
we find this set to be of limited usefulness to our study, because we cannot
be certain that the question was skipped by the student due to not knowing
how to answer. However, we still performed some analysis on this data set,
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mostly for completeness reasons. 
The second set contained data only for students who took the exercise and
had answered all of the questions. That is, we eliminated the data for the
students who skipped at least one question. We refer to this set as clean
set.

• We further categorized the data into normalized and un-normalized sets.
Un-normalized set contain the data “as is”. That is, the score values were
integers from 0 to 3 (or 0 to 6 for some exercises) as originally assigned by
the professor's grading. Normalized set contained the data normalized in
such a way that the mean for all scores for the exercise was 0 and the
standard deviation was 1. We did this by first calculating the mean m and
standard deviation s for the entire set (both groups) and then changing
each score to new score' = (score – m) / s.  

• We calculated the mean, mean confidence interval, and standard deviation
of the answer scores for each of the three questions. We did this for each
group and each set. In other words we ran the calculations four times per
group per question:

1. Un-normalized data, complete set 

2. Un-normalized data, clean set

3. Normalized data, complete set

4. Normalized data, clean set (this is our preferred set) 

• We calculated mean, mean confidence interval, and standard deviation of
the answer scores for all exercises combined. This was done on the
normalized data, for complete and clean sets.

• We calculated mean, median, and trimmed mean for the time spent on
each tool by each student.

• We performed a t-test to see the significance of the difference between
means for Question 1 and Question 2 of the combined exercises.

• We looked at the ratio of score improvement over the maximum possible
improvement for a given exercise.

• We ran the correlation test to find out if there is a correlation between the
time spent on the tool and the score improvement.
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Appendix C contains the data tables and histogram graphs for all six exercises.
Here, for the sake of brevity, we cover only one of the exercises, the Prim's
algorithm. Figures 18, 19, and 20 below show the tabulated data and the
histograms for questions 1, 2, and 3 accordingly (clean data set). The data is
split into two groups: students who saw interactive tool first (i.e. phase 2 of the
exercise) and students who saw the animation first (i.e. Interactive tool was seen
in phase 4 of the exercise).

Interactive tool first

Score   Count   Percent

  0          11        91.67%
  1            1          8.33%

Animation first

Score   Count   Percent

  0          10        71.43%
  2            1          7.14%
  3            3        21.43%
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Figure 18: Data and the histogram for Prim's exercise, Question 1

Interactive tool first

Score   Count   Percent

  0           5         41.67%
  2           2         16.67%
  3           5         41.67%

Animation first

Score   Count   Percent

  0         10         71.43%
  3           4         28.57% 
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Figure 19: Data and the histogram for Prim's exercise, Question 2
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Interactive tool first

Score   Count   Percent

  0          5          41.67%
  1          1            8.33%
  3          6          50.00%

Animation first

Score   Count   Percent

  0          8          57.14%
  1          1            7.14%
  2          1            7.14%
  3          4          28.57%
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Figure 20: Data and the histogram for Prim's exercise, Question 3

Figure 21 shows the mean, confidence interval for mean, and standard deviation
for the Prim's exercise.

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean          0.0833   1.5833  1.5833

CI low        -0.1001   0.6663  0.6271
    high        0.2667   2.5004  2.5396

Standard    0.2764   1.3819   1.4410
deviation

Animation first

Mean          0.7857   0.8571  1.0714

CI low         0.0285   0.0451   0.2719
    high        1.5429   1.6692   1.8710

Standard    1.2637   1.3553   1.3344
deviation
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Figure 21: Statistics for Prim's algorithm exercise 
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Next, we normalized the data for each exercise so that the mean would be zero
and the standard deviation would be one. This allowed us to combine the data
from all six exercises into one data set. Figure 22 shows the mean, confidence
intervals, and standard deviation for normalized version for Prim's exercise
(normalized version of Figure 21). 

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         -0.3749    0.2764    0.1958

CI low        -0.5567   -0.3718   -0.4834
    high       -0.1931    0.9247    0.8750

Standard     0.2740    0.9768    1.0235
deviation

Animation first

Mean          0.3214   -0.2369   -0.1678

CI low        -0.4292   -0.8109   -0.7357
    high        1.0720    0.3371    0.4001

Standard    1.2527    0.9580    0.9478
deviation
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Figure 22: Normalized version of data in Figure 21 

Figure 23 shows the mean, confidence interval, and standard deviation for all six
exercises combined.

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         -0.1461    0.1431    0.0723

CI low        -0.3887   -0.0884   -0.1645
    high         0.0965    0.3747    0.3092

Standard     0.9716    0.9273    0.9484
deviation

Animation first

Mean          0.1158   -0.1135   -0.0573

CI low        -0.1068   -0.3434   -0.2863
    high        0.3384    0.1165    0.1716

Standard    1.0070    1.0401    1.0355
deviation
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Figure 23: Statistics for all experiments combined  
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Figure 23 is the most important result of our project. It demonstrates that
students who used the interactive tool first significantly improved after using the
tool. We performed a t-test to find the significance of this improvement. That is,
we ran a t-test on the difference between the mean score for Question 1 and the
mean score of Question 2. The results are shown in the Table 2 below. The
results indicate that the null hypothesis can be rejected at the common
significance level a = 0.05 (can be rejected even at a = 0.02 significance level),
since the p-value falls below a, and the 95% confidence interval on the mean
does not contain 0.
(p-value is the probability, under the null hypothesis, of observing a value as
extreme or more extreme than the test statistic).

t statistic value p-value Degrees of
freedom

Standard deviation Confidence interval
on mean

-2.3989 0.0194 64 0.9721 [-0.5301, -0.0484] 
Table 2: Result of the t-test

When analyzing the data for each exercise, we noticed that for some exercises
the students don't start out with relatively equal scores. For instance, in exercise
1, the Question 1 mean score for the interactive tool group is 2.5385 and the
mean score for the animation group is 1.8125. Exercise 3 is the reverse situation
where the mean score for the interactive tool group is 1.8182 and the one for the
animation group is 2.7333. Also, the number of students in the two groups is not
the same. Thus, one way to get a rough idea about the effects of the tools is to
look at the ratio of score improvement over the maximum possible improvement.
That is, we look at the result of: (MQ2 – MQ1) /(N – MQ1), where MQ1 is the
mean score for Question 1, MQ2 is the mean score for Question 2, and N is the
maximum possible score for the exercise. The results of this calculations are
shown in the Table 3 below. Note that when calculating this for all exercises
combined, we doubled the scores for the exercises that had a maximum score of
3 so that the maximum score (the score of 6) becomes the same for all
exercises. 
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Exercise Interactive tool group Animation group

1 0.1667 0.4737

2 0.3571 0.0294

3 0.6923 -0.5000

4 0.5143 0.0323

5 0.7500 0.2931

6 0.4231 0.1579

All 0.4952 0.1689
Table 3: Result of the “possible improvement” statistic

A slight modification to the above calculation is: (number of students who got
less than 6 on Q1 but got 6 on Q2) / (number of students who got less than 6 on
Q1), which shows the ratio of students who improved to the perfect score using
the tool over the total number of students who could have improved to the
perfect score. The result is in the Table 4 below.

Exercise Interactive tool group Animation group

1 1/3 = 0.3333 4/8 = 0.5

2 1/9 = 0.1111 3/12 = 0.25

3 3/5 = 0.6 1/2 = 0.5

4 5/12 = 0.4167 1/11 = 0.0909

5 2/5 = 0.4 4/13 = 0.3077

6 4/11 = 0.3636 3/6 = 0.5

All 16/45 = 0.3556 16/52 = 0.3077
Table 4: Result of the “possible improvement” statistic

Even though both calculations above are rather rough, they still seem to suggest
that the interactive tool is more effective than the animation.
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Complete data about the times for the tool phases is presented in Appendix C.
Here, we provide a sample, again for the Prim's algorithm exercise. Figure 24
shows time spent by each student on the tool in phase 2 (i.e. time spent on the
first tool seen by the student).

Times by each student (sorted)

Student #   Interactive    Animation
                    tool 

1                      99                   43 
2                    145                   48
3                    210                   76
4                    218                   84
5                    397                 137
6                    402                 162
7                    490                 173
8                    569                 189
9                    577                 296
10                  645                 525
11                1344                 532
12                1898                 642
13                                         658
14                                       3600*

* - all times were capped at 
     time = max(3600, time)

 Basic statistics for the times 

                     Interactive tool       Animation

 Mean            582.8333                 511.7857

 Median         446.0000                 181.0000 

 Trimmed       499.7000                 293.5000
 mean (5%)

Figure 24: Statistics for time spent on phase2 of the Prim's exercise 

We ran the correlation tests for each of the exercises, as well as for the
combined exercises, however the results showed no correlation between the
time spent on the tool and the change in the score. The data for the correlation
coefficients is in the Table 5 below. The only significant correlations found were
for interactive tool in exercise 2 and the animation tool in exercise 6. The data for
combined exercises does show a significant correlation for the interactive tool,
however, the relation is rather weak (0.3) and is likely due to the strong
correlation (0.77) for the exercise 2 offsetting the rest of the exercises.
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Exercise Interactive tool group
coefficient (p-value)

Animation group
coefficient (p-value)

1 0.2199 (0.4703) -0.1950 (0.4692)

2 0.7703 (0.0055) -0.4210 (0.1520)

3 -0.0119 (0.9723) -0.0646 (0.8190)

4 -0.0686 (0.8323) 0.0459 (0.8761)

5 0.5801 (0.3052) 0.3586 (0.2081)

6 0.0387 (0.9002) 0.7173 (0.0195)

All 0.3033 (0.0140) 0.1066 (0.3406)
Table 5: Result of the correlation test
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5 Discussion

In general, we found the results very encouraging. They seem to support our
hypothesis that active interactive tools are more effective in student learning of
algorithms than animation (passive interaction). Looking at the data for individual
exercises, for some of them we were not always certain whether or not the data
supports our hypothesis, however, for others, as well as looking at all exercises
combined, we do see a trend that favors our hypothesis.
Below, we present a table which summarizes the core statistics for our
experiment. The summary is for the normalized, clean data. The table includes
Percentage Increase (PI) value, which is the ratio of the score improvement from
one question to the next over the total possible improvement. The PI was
calculated using the formula: PIn = (MQn+1 – MQn) / (Qmax – MQn),  where MQn is
the Question n score mean, MQn+1  is the Question n+1 score mean, and Qmax is
the maximum possible score. Some comments and discussion follows. 

Exercise Groups N MQ1 MQ2 MQ3 PI1 PI2

1 Interaction 13 0.33 0.14 0.09 0.17 -0.2

Animation 16 -0.27 -0.11 -0.08 0.47 0

2 Interaction

Animation 

11

13

0.02

-0.02

0.23

-0.2

0.19 0.36 -0.11

-0.16 0.03 0.03

3 Interaction

Animation 

11

15

-0.45

0.33

0.03

-0.02

0.02 0.69 0.5

-0.01 0.5 0.5

4 Interaction

Animation 

12

14

-0.37

0.32

0.28

-0.24

0.2 0.51 0

-0.17 0.03 0.1

5 Interaction

Animation 

5

14

0.06

-0.02

0.61

-0.22

0.36 0.75 -0.4

-0.13 0.29 0.17

6 Interaction

Animation 

13

10

-0.37

0.48

-0.13

0.17

-0.23 0.42 -0.2

0.29 0.16 -0.06

All Interaction

Animation 

65

82

-0.15

0.12

0.14

-0.11

0.07 0.5 -0.08

-0.06 0.17 0.1
Table 6: Statistics summary (N      – number of students in the group,| 
                                                 MQ1 – Question 1 score mean, 
                                                 MQ2 – Question 2 score mean, 
                                                 MQ3 – Question 3 score mean, 
                                                 PI1   – PI for Question 1 to Question 2 
                                                 PI2   – PI for Question 2 to Question 3     )
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5.1 Exercise 1 (Breadth-First Search)
Exercise 1 (as well as Exercise 3) is one of the simplest of all six exercises.
Hence, it was not surprising to see many students getting the very first question
correct. Unfortunately, the Question 1 score distribution for this exercise was
significantly skewed. A majority of students in the interactive group (76.92% or
10 students) got the 1st question correct. Only 50% (8 students) in the animation
group answered correctly.  Looking at the data for this exercise (see Table 6
above and Appendix C, section C1), our analysis does not show the interactive
tool to be significantly more effective than the animation tool for this exercise.
However, the data shows that the interactive tool still had a positive effect on
student learning. 

5.2 Exercise 2 (Depth-First Search)
Our analysis shows that the interactive tool was likely more effective than the
animation for this particular exercise. This observation is supported by analyzing
the data set mean (normalized clean data set). Both groups performed relatively
equally on Question 1, however, the interactive group did significantly better than
the animation group on Question 2 (after using the tool). Further, the Percentage
Increase (see PI1 column in the Table 6 above) for the interactive group is an
order of magnitude higher than that of the animation group.

5.3 Exercise 3 (Kruskal's algorithm)
Similar to Exercise 1, this exercise is one of the simplest of all six exercises.
Just as in Exercise 1, we see many students answered correctly to Question 1,
except this time the skew is in the animation group. 13 students (86.67%)
answered correctly in the animation group, whereas only 6 students (50%)
answered correctly in the interaction group. Our analysis shows that the
interactive tool was likely more effective than the animation for this particular
exercise. The interactive group started out with much worse scores than the
animation group, however, after using the tool, the score mean for the interaction
group became higher than the mean of the animation group. Surprisingly,
Percentage Increase (see PI columns in the Table 6 above) for the animation
group is negative, indicating that the group's scores actually got worse after
using the tool. This may be a side effect of the small sample size, or perhaps the
tool somehow confused the students.

5.4 Exercise 4 (Prim's algorithm)
For this exercise, a lot of students received a score of 0 on the Question 1; 11
students (91.67%) in the interaction group and 10 students (71.43%) in the
animation group. Similar to most of our other exercises, data analysis suggests
that the interactive tool was likely more effective than the animation.
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5.5 Exercise 5 (Bellman-Ford algorithm)
For this exercise, we got a somewhat unexpected imbalance in the number of
students for the two groups (5 vs. 14). However, in line with most other exercises
(especially Exercise 2), the data seems to indicate that the interactive tool was
more effective than animation for this exercise.

5.6 Exercise 6 (Dijkstra's algorithm)
Data for this exercise is again somewhat unbalanced. 7 students (53.85%) in the
interaction group had score of 0 for Question 1, while the animation group had
only 1 student (10%) with zero score and 7 students (70%) did better than
average (2.9). The analysis shows, again, the interactive tool being slightly more
effective than animation.

5.7 Combined Exercises 
Analyzing the data for all exercises combined reinforces the trend we observed
from looking at the individual exercises. Comparing the normalized mean scores
for questions 1 and 2 for both groups, looking a the Percentage Increase (see PI
columns in the Table 6 above), as well as several other statistics, all
demonstrate the apparent effectiveness of the interactive tool over animation. 
We next consider how many students scored above average (normalized score
> 0) for each question. Figure 25 below gives such a histogram. We can see that
interaction group had a significant improvement (about 20%) going from
Question 1 to Question 2, whereas the animation group has very little change. 
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Figure 25: Score histogram for all six exercises combined
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We also combined the exercises in two other ways. We combined exercises 1
and 5 (where interactive tool1 was used), and then exercises 2, 3, 4, and 6
(where interactive tool2 was used). This was done for our secondary analysis
about the versions of the interactive tool. These combinations are not necessary
to our main analysis but could be useful to the interactive tool designers at
SJSU. The data for these combinations can be found in Appendix C. The
analysis shows that interactive tool2 appears to be significantly more effective
than the animation, and interactive tool1 looks very similar but slightly better in
effectiveness than the animation. However, results for interactive tool1 are less
certain because: 1) only two exercises used the tool (only 18 data points), and 2)
one of the exercises was the BFS, which we believe may be too simple for a
small sample size we had available to our experiment.
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6 Limitations of the study

There were several limitations in our experiment that we would like to mention.

• Most importantly, we had a relatively small sample size. Due to time
constraints, it was difficult for us to come up with a broader audience for our
study. As the result, some results are not certain. For instance, exercise 5
had only 5 students in the interaction group. It is difficult to infer from such
a small sample size. However, combining all exercises together gave us a
reasonable sample size of 147, and we are more certain about the
conclusions we drew from analyzing this data set.

• Some exercises might have been too simple for the experiment (for
instance, perhaps the questions were not hard enough or the nature of the
algorithm was trivial), resulting in majority of students receiving a perfect
score on all three questions. BFS and Kruskal's exercises certainly appear
to fall into this category.

• Ideally, we would have liked to provide a basic tutorial for all the tools used
in our experiment so that it would be more clear to every participant how to
operate the tools. This would minimize possible confusion or questions
about the directions. Due to time constraint, we were unable to provide
such assistance.

• Again due to the time allocated for the project, we could not create our own
animations or modify some existing open source animations to suit our
needs. As the result, we had to pick three different animation applets and
did not have the ability to collect more detailed statistics about the
animation use (e.g. Number of problem instances ran, number of graphs
created by the user, etc.).

• For each exercise, the information content was different between the
animation and the interactive tool. Given more time, we could have used
the animation only mode of the tool1 framework as the animation tool for
the exercises.

We believe these limitations are not critical to the experiment in the sense that
they do not invalidate the results of the study, although removing them would
add to the certainty of the study's results. 
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7 Conclusion and future work

Based on the data we have collected and our analysis, we have an indication
that the active interaction tools are more effective in learning graph algorithms
than the passive interaction tools. On average, students who used active
interaction tool first, demonstrated a bigger improvement in understanding of the
algorithm when compared to the students who used passive interaction
(animation) tool. Our analysis shows that this difference is significant.
Furthermore, students in the animation group improve more than the interactive
group from Question 2 to Question 3, when the animation group got the
interactive tool. 

Clearly, there is much more that could be done to advance our study.
Sometimes, it takes months (perhaps years) to fine tune and improve a study.
After analyzing the data we have collected, we definitely learned more about
what it takes to design a solid experiment. If we were to conduct the experiment
again, there are certain things we would change and not do again. For instance,
we would attempt to ensure a more even distribution among the two groups
(interactive group and animation group). We would attempt to get a bigger
sample size or include more exercises. Perhaps the question phase could be
redesigned so that the questions are not fixed and would be randomly chosen.
We would attempt to use the same presentation for both the animation and the
interactive tool (for instance, this could be done by using tool1 without interactive
feature enabled for animation and with the interactive feature enabled for the
interactive tool).

Also, even with the data we have collected, many more interesting statistics
could be calculated, such as: different correlation tests that involve time spent on
each question and the scores, comparing Question 2 and Question 3 results (for
instance, assuming that animation was used in phase 2, is there still a significant
benefit for using the interaction tool in phase 4, etc.). We would also like the
interactive tool to be more sophisticated before conducting more tests. For
instance, TRAKLA2 is now more developed than when we started (it has larger
library of problems, has more interactive features like answer feedback, etc.).
Nevertheless, the results of this study are certainly promising enough to
encourage further studies. 
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Appendix A: Example of the exercise flow 

This appendix contains a collection of the screen shots that illustrate the
exercise flow as described in section 3.4.
Figures are presented in the same order as would be seen by the exercise
participant. Depth-First search exercise was used as an example, however the
flow of all exercises is identical.
Figure A1, shows the introduction page.

Figure A1: introduction page
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Figure A2 shows the pre-question page for the Question 1.
 

Figure A2: pre-question page

The two figures on the following page show the Question 1 page. The full page
could not be fit on the screen, thus, we split it into two screen shots. The first
figure shows the top portion of the page (with the question and the graph) and
the second figure shows the rest of the page (with answer form and the submit
button). 
Since the pages for Question 2 and Question 3 have identical answer format,
only the top portion of the page (with the question and the graph) will be shown
for these questions.
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Figure A3 shows the page for the first tool. Recall that the tool type (interactive or
animation) is chosen randomly. In this example, interactive tool was picked first.

Figure A3: interactive tool
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Figure A4 shows the pre-queston page for Question 2

Figure A4: pre-question page

Figure A5 shows the top portion of the page for Question 2

Figure A5: Question 2 page Figure A5: Question 2 page 
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Figure A6 shows the page for the second tool (which is an animation tool since
the interaction tool was chosen as the first tool)
 

Figure A6: animation tool 

Figure A7 shows the pre-question page for Question 3

Figure A7: pre-question page
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Figure A8 shows the top portion of the page for Question 3

Figure A8: Question 3 page 
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Figure A9 shows the final page 
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Figure A9: final page 

Figures A10 and A11 illustrate a warning message that would appear if the
question page were interrupted. This gave the students an additional warning
besides the warnings on each pre-question page and on the first page of the
exercise.
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Figure A10: A warning message displayed when question page is
interrupted

Figure A11: zoom in of the warning message
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Appendix B: Student Consent Form 

Consent Form (for Adult Participants)
Agreement to Participate in Research

Responsible Investigator: David Scot Taylor
Title of Protocol: Study of Active Learning Framework Effectiveness for 
Teaching Data Structures and Algorithms

   
1. You have been asked to participate in a research study investigating the

effectiveness of software currently under development for teaching the topics
of Data Structures and Algorithms.|

2. For several topics taught during the remainder of the semester, you will be
given online exercises as homework assignments. For each topic, you will be
asked to:

a) Complete an exercise for the given topic.
b) Use either an animation or the framework software to further your

understanding of topic.
c) Complete a second exercise, as in 2a, for the problem.
d) Use either an animation or the framework software (whichever was not

selected in 2b), to further your understanding of the topic.
e) Complete a third exercise, as in 2a, for the problem.

     
    Additionally, you may also be asked to fill out an anonymous survey about
    your thoughts of the software.

    The exercises will be graded as homework questions, and statistics will be
    collected for study of the system's effectiveness. For the purpose of the study,
    no individual results will be made available, rather aggregate data will be
    collected. However, for the purpose of homework grades, your data will be
    used as a regular homework submission.

    You may choose to participate or opt out of the study. This will only change
    whether or not your data is aggregated within the statistics of the study. You
    are expected to complete your homework exercises either way. If, at any
    point, you decide that you do not want your grades to be included within the
    aggregate statistics, please send notification to Andrei Lurie, at
    a_lurie@hotmail.com. He will remove your information from the aggregate
    statistics, without informing the professor of who has  removed themselves.
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3. There are no risks anticipated for this study.

4. Information gathered from this study may directly influence the way this
course is taught in future semesters. Your willingness to participate should
improve future course offerings.

5. If you do not wish to take part in the study, please send notification to AndreiIf you do not wish to take part in the study, please send notification to Andrei
Lurie, at Lurie, at a_lurie@hotmail.coma_lurie@hotmail.com, who will remove you from the study statistics, who will remove you from the study statistics
without informing the professor of your identity.without informing the professor of your identity.

6. Although the results of this study may be published, no information that could
identify you will be included.

7. No compensation will be given for participation.

8. Questions about this research may be addressed to David Taylor, (408)
924-5124. Complaints about the research may be presented to Department
Chair Kenneth Louden, Department of Computer Science, College of Science,
(408) 924-5060. Questions about a research subjects rights, or research-
related injury may be presented to Pamela Stacks, Ph.D., Associate Vice
President, Graduate Studies and Research, at(408) 924-2480.

9. No service of any kind, to which you are otherwise entitled, will be lost or
jeopardized if you choose to not participate in the study.

10. Your consent is being given voluntarily. You may refuse to participate in the
 entire study or in any part of the study. If you do not participate, there will be
 no effect on your course grade (the instructor will not even be aware of your
 lack of participation). Two exceptions: first, if you do not do a given exercise,
 there will be no data for that exercise to include in the study, and your
 instructor will thus know that you were not included in the study for that
 exercise. In this case, you still will not be penalized for not being in the study,
 though your homework grade will reflect that you have not done that
 homework assignment. Second, if all students, or no students, participate in
 the study, the professor will obviously be able to deduct that fact given that
 the total number of students in the class is known. If you decide to participate
 in the study, you are free to withdraw at any time without any negative effect
 on your relations with San Jose State University or with any other
 participating institutions or agencies. (Upon withdrawal, your previously
 submitted answers and surveys may still be included in research, as there is
 no way to "unpublish" results.)
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11. If you are under the age of 18, you should not participate in the study.
  Please email Andrei Lurie to notify him, or withhold consent upon
  system login.
• The acceptance of a subject to the terms of this document indicates

that the subject has been fully informed of the rules of study
participation. By accepting this form, you are giving consent that your
information be used within the study. You may  make a copy of this consent
form if you wish, as it will be available online (here).

• The principle investigator agrees to include consenting subjects in the
research and attests that each subject has been fully informed of his
or her  rights.
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Appendix C: Experiment Data

Data for each of the exercises, as well as for all exercises combined, is
presented in the figures below. Data is divided into two groups: interaction group
and animation group. Further, for each group, various data sets are created such
as normalized and un-normalized, complete and clean. Refer to Section 4 for
more details about the groups and the data sets.

Sections C1 through C6 cover exercises 1 through 6, accordingly. Section C7
covers all exercises combined. Section C8 covers exercises 1 and 5 combined
(these are the exercises that used interactive tool1). And Section C9 covers
exercises 2, 3, 4, 6 combined (these are the exercises that used interactive
tool2).
For each section, we present the following figures:

• Histogram, showing the possible values for the exercise score (one row per
value) and the count of students who attained that particular score. The
histogram is accompanied by a bar graph, showing, per question, the
number of students who attained a score which is below 50% and the
number of students who attained a score which is above 50%. The idea
behind such statistic is that it is a one way to show the improvement (or
degradation) of the group. That is, we look at how many students attained a
score worse/better than 50% before and after using the tool. Note that we
don't include the students who got a score which is exactly 50% since we
are measuring on the scale of worse/better. We should also clarify that by
50% we imply the 50% of the possible score for the exercise. That is, it is
not the group score mean. Basically, what the 50% translates to is, for the
exercises with a maximum score of 3, we count the number of students
attaining a score of less than 2 and the number of students attaining a
score of greater than 1, and for the exercises with a maximum score of 6,
we count the number of students attaining a score of less than 3 and the
number of students attaining a score of greater than 3.
We show two figures for the histogram, one for un-normalized complete
data set and the other for un-normalized clean data set. We only show
figures for the clean data set in Figures C35 and C37.

• Descriptive statistics, showing the mean, confidence interval for mean, and
standard deviation for the group. The table is accompanied by a bar graph,
showing the confidence interval for mean.
We show four figures of this statistics covering all data set combinations:
un-normalized complete, un-normalized clean, normalized complete, and
normalized clean. Exception are the sections C7 through C9 where only the
normalized complete and normalized clean data sets can apply. We only
show figures for the clean data set in Figures C36 and C38.
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C1: Exercise 1 (Breadth-First Search)

Interactive group 
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        1  (  7.69%)    0 (  0.00%)    1  (  7.69%)
   1        1  (  7.69%)    1 (  7.69%)    1  (  7.69%)
   2        1  (  7.69%)    3 (23.08%)    1  (  7.69%)
   3      10  (76.92%)    9 (69.23%)  10  (76.92%)
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Animation group
         Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)
   0        6  (35.29%)    4 (23.53%)    2  (11.73%)
   1        1  (  5.88%)    0 (  0.00%)    0  (  0.00%)
   2        2  (11.76%)    1 (  5.88%)    4  (23.53%)
   3        8  (47.06%)  12 (70.59%)  11  (64.71%)
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Figure C1: Histograms of complete data set by group (BFS)
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Interactive group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        1  (7.69%)      0 (0.00%)      1  (7.69%)
   1        1  (7.69%)      1 (7.69%)      1  (7.69%)
   2        1  (7.69%)      3 (23.08%)    1  (7.69%)
   3       10 (76.92%)    9 (69.23%)  10  (76.92%)
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Animation group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        5  (31.25%)    3 (18.75%)    2  (12.50%)
   1        1  (6.25%)      0 (0.00%)      0  (0.00%)
   2        2  (12.50%)    1 (6.25%)      4  (25.00%)
   3        8  (50.00%)  12 (75.00%)  10  (62.50%)
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Figure C2: Histograms of clean data set by group (BFS)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         2.5385    2.6154  2.5385

CI low        1.9539    2.2223   1.9539
    high       3.1231    3.0084   3.1231  

Standard   0.9295    0.6249   0.9295 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         1.7059    2.2353    2.4118

CI low        0.9841    1.5667    1.8957
    high       2.4276    2.9039    2.9278

Standard   1.3619    1.2616    0.9737
deviation
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Figure C3: Statistics for un-normalized, complete data set (BFS)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         2.5385    2.6154  2.5385

CI low        1.9539    2.2223  1.9539
    high       3.1231    3.0084   3.1231  

Standard   0.9295    0.6249   0.9295 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         1.8125    2.3750   2.3750

CI low        1.0788    1.7333   1.8290
    high       2.5462    3.0167   2.9210

Standard   1.3769    1.2042    1.0247
deviation
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Figure C4: Basic statistics for un-normalized, clean data set
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         0.3735    0.2047    0.0750

CI low       -0.0893   -0.1689   -0.5359
    high       0.8363    0.5784    0.6860

Standard   0.7659    0.6183    1.0110 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        -0.2856   -0.1566   -0.0574

CI low       -0.8570   -0.7922   -0.5967
    high       0.2858    0.4790    0.4819

Standard   1.1113    1.2362    1.0489
deviation
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Figure C5: Statistics for normalized, complete data set (BFS)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         0.3273    0.1368    0.0931

CI low       -0.1504   -0.2688   -0.5108
    high       0.8049    0.5423    0.6971

Standard   0.7904    0.6711    0.9994 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        -0.2658   -0.1112   -0.0757

CI low       -0.8653   -0.7733   -0.6398
    high       0.3336    0.5508    0.4883

Standard   1.1249    1.2424    1.0586
deviation
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Figure C6: Statistics for normalized, clean data set (BFS)
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C2: Exercise 2 (Depth-First Search)

Interactive group 
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        6 (35.29%)     3 (17.65%)    0 ( 0.00%)  
   1        0 (0.00%)       0 ( 0.00%)     0 ( 0.00%)  
   2        3 (17.65%)     3 (17.65%)    5 (29.41%)
   3        0 (0.00%)       0 ( 0.00%)     0 ( 0.00%)  
   4        3 (17.65%)     1 ( 5.88%)     1 ( 5.88%)  
   5        2 (11.76%)     2 (11.76%)    2 (11.76%)
   6        3 (17.65%)     8 (47.06%)    9 (52.94%)
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Animation group
         Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)
   0        2 (14.29%)    3 (21.43%)    0 ( 0.00%)   
   1        1 ( 7.14%)     0 ( 0.00%)     1 ( 7.14%) 
   2        2 (14.29%)    3 (21.43%)    5 (35.71%) 
   3        2 (14.29%)    1 ( 7.14%)     2 (14.29%) 
   4        3 (21.43%)    2 (14.29%)    1 ( 7.14%) 
   5        3 (21.43%)    2 (14.29%)    1 ( 7.14%) 
   6        1 ( 7.14%)     3 (21.43%)    4 (28.57%) 
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Figure C7: Histograms for complete data set by group (DFS)
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Interactive group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        2 (18.18%)   1 ( 9.09%)      0 ( 0.00%) 
   1        0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)      0 ( 0.00%)
   2        2 (18.18%)   2 (18.18%)     4 (36.36%)
   3        0 (  0.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)      0 ( 0.00%)
   4        3 (27.27%)   1 ( 9.09%)      1 ( 9.09%) 
   5        2 (18.18%)   2 (18.18%)     2 (18.18%)
   6        2 (18.18%)   5 (45.45%)     4 (36.36%)
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Animation group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        1 ( 7.69%)     2 (15.38%)     0 ( 0.00%)  
   1        1 ( 7.69%)     0 ( 0.00%)      1 ( 7.69%) 
   2        2 (15.38%)    3 (23.08%)     5 (38.46%) 
   3        2 (15.38%)    1 ( 7.69%)      2 (15.38%) 
   4        3 (23.08%)    2 (15.38%)     0 ( 0.00%)  
   5        3 (23.08%)    2 (15.38%)     1 ( 7.69%) 
   6        1 ( 7.69%)     3 (23.08%)     4 (30.77%) 
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Figure C8: Histograms for clean data set by group (DFS)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         2.7059    4.0000    4.5882

CI low        1.4628    2.7538    3.6603
    high       3.9490    5.2462    5.5162

Standard   2.4178    2.4238    1.8048 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         3.1429    3.2143    3.5714

CI low        2.0367    1.9098    2.4921
    high       4.2490    4.5188    4.6508

Standard   1.9158    2.2593    1.8694
deviation
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Figure C9: Statistics for un-normalized, complete data set (DFS)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         3.4545    4.3636    4.1818

CI low        2.0023    2.9457    2.9497
    high       4.9068    5.7815    5.4139

Standard   2.1616    2.1106    1.8340 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         3.3846    3.4615    3.5385

CI low        2.3224    2.1651    2.3653
    high       4.4468    4.7580    4.7117

Standard   1.7578    2.1454    1.9415
deviation
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Figure C10: Statistics for un-normalized, clean data set (DFS)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.0920    0.1538    0.2489

CI low       -0.6714   -0.3863   -0.2541
    high       0.4874    0.6938    0.7520

Standard   1.1269    1.0503    0.9784 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         0.1117   -0.1867   -0.3023

CI low       -0.4039   -0.7520   -0.8874
    high       0.6272    0.3786    0.2828

Standard   0.8929    0.9790    1.0134
deviation
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Figure C11: Statistics for normalized, complete data set (DFS)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        0.0202    0.2340    0.1893

CI low       -0.7568   -0.4451   -0.4800
    high       0.7973    0.9131    0.8586

Standard   1.1566    1.0109    0.9963 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        -0.0172   -0.1980   -0.1602

CI low       -0.5855   -0.8190   -0.7975
    high       0.5512    0.4229    0.4771

Standard   0.9405    1.0275    1.0546
deviation
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Figure C12: Statistics for normalized, clean data set (DFS)
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C3: Exercise 3 (Kruskal's algorithm)

Interactive group 
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        5 (41.67%)     1 ( 8.33%)    0 ( 0.00%)
   1        0 ( 0.00%)      0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)
   2        1 ( 8.33%)      1 ( 8.33%)    2 (16.67%)
   3        6 (50.00%)   10 (83.33%) 10 (83.33%)
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Animation group
         Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)
   0        1 ( 6.67%)      1 ( 6.67%)     1 ( 6.67%) 
   1        0 ( 0.00%)      0 ( 0.00%)     0 ( 0.00%) 
   2        1 ( 6.67%)      3 (20.00%)    0 ( 0.00%) 
   3      13 (86.67%)   11 (73.33%)  14 (93.33%) 
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Figure C13: Histograms for complete data set by group (Kruskal's)
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Interactive group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        4 (36.36%)    1 ( 9.09%)     0 ( 0.00%)  
   1        0 ( 0.00%)     0 ( 0.00%)     0 ( 0.00%)  
   2        1 ( 9.09%)     1 ( 9.09%)     2 (18.18%)  
   3        6 (54.55%)    9 (81.82%)    9 (81.82%)
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Animation group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        1 ( 6.67%)     1 ( 6.67%)     1 ( 6.67%)
   1        0 ( 0.00%)     0 ( 0.00%)     0 ( 0.00%)
   2        1 ( 6.67%)     3 (20.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)
   3      13 (86.67%)  11 (73.33%)  14 (93.33%)
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Figure C14: Histograms for clean data set by group (Kruskal's)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         1.6667    2.6667    2.8333

CI low        0.7152    2.1027    2.5860
    high       2.6181    3.2306    3.0807

Standard   1.4975    0.8876    0.3892 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         2.7333    2.6000    2.8000

CI low        2.2910    2.1414    2.3710
    high       3.1757    3.0586    3.2290

Standard   0.7988    0.8281    0.7746
deviation
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Figure C15: Statistics for un-normalized, complete data set (Kruskal's)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         1.8182    2.6364    2.8182

CI low        0.8300    2.0153    2.5464
    high       2.8064    3.2574    3.0899

Standard   1.4709    0.9244    0.4045 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         2.7333    2.6000    2.8000

CI low        2.2910    2.1414    2.3710
    high       3.1757    3.0586    3.2290

Standard   0.7988    0.8281    0.7746
deviation
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Figure C16: Statistics for un-normalized, clean data set (Kruskal's)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.4798    0.0450    0.0303

CI low       -1.2502   -0.6401   -0.3746
    high       0.2906    0.7301    0.4352

Standard   1.2125    1.0783    0.6372 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        0.3838   -0.0360   -0.0243

CI low       0.0257   -0.5931   -0.7265
    high      0.7420    0.5211    0.6780

Standard   0.6468    1.0059    1.2681
deviation
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Figure C17: Statistics for normalized, complete data set (Kruskal's)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.4495    0.0251    0.0169

CI low       -1.2906   -0.7181   -0.4205
    high       0.3917    0.7683    0.4542

Standard   1.2521    1.1063    0.6510 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        0.3295   -0.0184   -0.0124

CI low      -0.0470   -0.5672   -0.7027
    high      0.7061    0.5304    0.6779

Standard   0.6800    0.9910    1.2465
deviation
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Figure C18: Statistics for normalized, clean data set (Kruskal's)
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C4: Exercise 4 (Prim's algorithm)
For exercise 4, the complete data set and the clean data set are the same.

Interactive group 
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0        11 (91.67%)   5 (41.67%)   5(41.67%) 
   1          1 ( 8.33%)    0 (  0.00%)   1 (8.33%) 
   2          0 ( 0.00%)    2 (16.67%)   0( 0.00%) 
   3          0 ( 0.00%)    5 (41.67%)   6(50.00%) 
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Animation group
         Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)
   0        10 (71.43%) 10 (71.43%)   8 (57.14%) 
   1          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    1 ( 7.14%) 
   2          1 ( 7.14%)    0 ( 0.00%)    1 ( 7.14%) 
   3          3 (21.43%)   4 (28.57%)   4 (28.57%)
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Figure C19: Histograms for complete/clean data set by group (Prim's)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         0.0833    1.5833    1.5833

CI low       -0.1001    0.6663    0.6271
    high       0.2667    2.5004    2.5396

Standard   0.2887    1.4434    1.5050 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         0.7857    0.8571    1.0714

CI low        0.0285    0.0451    0.2719
    high       1.5429    1.6692    1.8710

Standard   1.3114    1.4064    1.3848
deviation
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Figure C20: Statistics for un-normalized data set (Prim's)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.3749    0.2764    0.1958

CI low       -0.5567   -0.3718   -0.4834
    high      -0.1931    0.9246    0.8750

Standard   0.2861    1.0202    1.0690 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        0.3213   -0.2369   -0.1678

CI low      -0.4292   -0.8109   -0.7357
    high      1.0719    0.3371    0.4001

Standard  1.2999    0.9941    0.9836
deviation
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Figure C21: Statistics for normalized data set (Prim's)
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C5: Exercise 5 (Bellman-Ford algorithm)

Interactive group 
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0          2 (40.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%) 
   1          1 (20.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)    1 (20.00%) 
   2          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%) 
   3          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)
   4          1 (20.00%)   2 (40.00%)   1 (20.00%)
   5          1 (20.00%)   1 (20.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)
   6          0 ( 0.00%)    2 (40.00%)   3 (60.00%)
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Animation group
         Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)
   0          5 (33.33%)   3 (20.00%)    1 ( 6.67%) 
   1          3 (20.00%)   2 (13.33%)    2 (13.33%) 
   2          3 (20.00%)   3 (20.00%)    2 (13.33%)
   3          1 ( 6.67%)    0 ( 0.00%)     2 (13.33%)
   4          2 (13.33%)   0 ( 0.00%)     1 ( 6.67%) 
   5          0 ( 0.00%)    1 ( 6.67%)     2 (13.33%)
   6          1 ( 6.67%)    6 (40.00%)    5 (33.33%)
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Figure C22: Histograms for complete data set by group (Bellman-Ford)
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Interactive group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0          2 (40.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%) 
   1          1 (20.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)    1 (20.00%) 
   2          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%) 
   3          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)
   4          1 (20.00%)   2 (40.00%)   1 (20.00%)
   5          1 (20.00%)   1 (20.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)
   6          0 ( 0.00%)    2 (40.00%)   3 (60.00%)
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Animation group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0          4 (28.57%)   3 (21.43%)   1 ( 7.14%) 
   1          3 (21.43%)   2 (14.29%)   2 (14.29%) 
   2          3 (21.43%)   3 (21.43%)   2 (14.29%) 
   3          1 ( 7.14%)    0 ( 0.00%)    2 (14.29%)
   4          2 (14.29%)   0 ( 0.00%)    1 ( 7.14%)
   5          0 ( 0.00%)    1 ( 7.14%)    2 (14.29%)
   6          1 ( 7.14%)    5 (35.71%)   4 (28.57%)
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Figure C23: Histograms for clean data set by group (Bellman-Ford)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         2.0000    5.0000    4.6000

CI low       -0.9120    3.7583    1.8797
    high       4.9120    6.2417    7.3203

Standard   2.3452    1.0000    2.1909 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         1.7333    3.2667    3.7333

CI low        0.7194    1.8246    2.5407
    high       2.7473    4.7087    4.9260

Standard   1.8310    2.6040    2.1536
deviation
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Figure C24: Statistics for un-normalized, complete data set (Bellman-Ford)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         2.0000    5.0000    4.6000

CI low       -0.9120    3.7583    1.8797
    high       4.9120    6.2417    7.3203

Standard   2.3452    1.0000    2.1909 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         1.8571    3.0714    3.5714

CI low        0.7984    1.5784    2.3369
    high       2.9159    4.5645    4.8059

Standard   1.8337    2.5859    2.1381
deviation
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Figure C25: Statistics for un-normalized, clean data set (Bellman-Ford)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         0.1075    0.5538    0.3117

CI low       -1.4580    0.0249   -0.9929
    high       1.6730    1.0828    1.6164

Standard   1.2608    0.4260    1.0508 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        -0.0358   -0.1846   -0.1039

CI low       -0.5809   -0.7989   -0.6759
    high       0.5093    0.4297    0.4681

Standard   0.9843    1.1094    1.0329
deviation
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Figure C26: Statistics for normalized, complete data set (Bellman-Ford)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         0.0566    0.6056    0.3637

CI low       -1.5083    0.0765   -0.9416
    high       1.6215    1.1347    1.6689

Standard   1.2603    0.4261    1.0512 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        -0.0202   -0.2162   -0.1299

CI low       -0.5892   -0.8525   -0.7222
    high       0.5488    0.4200    0.4625

Standard   0.9855    1.1019    1.0259
deviation
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Figure C27: Statistics for normalized, clean data set (Bellman-Ford)
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C6: Exercise 6 (Dijkstra's algorithm)
For exercise 6, the complete data set and the clean data set are the same.

Interactive group 
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0          7 (53.85%)   1 ( 7.69%)    2 (15.38%)  
   1          0 ( 0.00%)    4 (30.77%)   2 (15.38%)
   2          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)   
   3          3 (23.08%)   1 ( 7.69%)    3 (23.08%) 
   4          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    1 ( 7.69%)
   5          1 ( 7.69%)    1 ( 7.69%)    3 (23.08%)
   6          2 (15.38%)   6 (46.15%)   2 (15.38%) 
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Animation group
             Question1     Question2     Question3
Value    Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

   0          1 (10.00%)   1 (10.00%)   1 (10.00%)  
   1          0 ( 0.00%)    1 (10.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)
   2          2 (20.00%)   1 (10.00%)   1 (10.00%)  
   3          1 (10.00%)   0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%) 
   4          0 ( 0.00%)    0 ( 0.00%)    2 (20.00%)
   5          2 (20.00%)   1 (10.00%)   3 (30.00%)
   6          4 (40.00%)   6 (60.00%)   3 (30.00%)
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Figure C28: Histograms for complete/clean data set by group (Dijkstra's)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         2.0000    3.6923    3.2308

CI low        0.5198    2.1639    1.9218
    high       3.4802    5.2208    4.5398

Standard   2.4495    2.5293    2.1662 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         4.1000    4.4000    4.3000

CI low        2.5382    2.6739    2.9076
    high       5.6618    6.1261    5.6924

Standard   2.1833    2.4129    1.9465
deviation
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Figure C29: Statistics for un-normalized data set (Dijkstra's)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.3703   -0.1284   -0.2266

CI low       -0.9706   -0.7662   -0.8644
    high       0.2301    0.5094    0.4113

Standard   0.9935    1.0554    1.0555 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         0.4814    0.1669    0.2945

CI low       -0.1520   -0.5534   -0.3840
    high       1.1149    0.8872    0.9730

Standard   0.8855    1.0069    0.9485
deviation
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Figure C30: Statistics for normalized data set (Dijkstra's)
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C7: All six exercises Combined 
Following is the histogram for number of scores below 50% and number of
scores above 50% for the normalized data sets of all six exercises combined.

Interactive group 
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%  38 (52.78%)  18 (25.00%)  18 (25.00%)
> 50%  31 (43.06%)  53 (73.61%)  51 (70.83%)
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Animation group
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%  43 (50.59%)  32 (37.65%)  25 (29.41%)
> 50%  44 (51.76%)  52 (61.18%)  56 (65.88%)
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Figure C31: Complete data set (all exercises)
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Interactive group 
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%  32 (49.23%)  15 (23.08%)  17 (26.15%)
> 50%  30 (46.15%)  49 (75.38%)  45 (69.23%)
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Animation group
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%  40 (48.78%)  30 (36.59%)  25 (30.49%)
> 50%  44 (53.66%)  51 (62.20%)  53 (64.63%)
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Figure C32: Clean data set (all exercises)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.1561    0.1421    0.0908

CI low       -0.3880   -0.0788   -0.1333
    high       0.0757    0.3630    0.3148

Standard   0.9867    0.9402    0.9536 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         0.1322   -0.1204   -0.0769

CI low       -0.0843   -0.3456   -0.3018
    high       0.3488    0.1048    0.1480

Standard   1.0038    1.0440    1.0428
deviation
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Figure C33: Statistics for normalized, complete data set (all exercises)

Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.1461    0.1431    0.0723

CI low       -0.3887   -0.0884   -0.1645
    high       0.0965    0.3747    0.3092

Standard   0.9792    0.9345    0.9558 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         0.1158   -0.1135   -0.0573

CI low       -0.1068   -0.3434   -0.2863
    high       0.3384    0.1165    0.1716

Standard   1.0132    1.0465    1.0418
deviation
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Figure C34: Statistics for normalized, clean data set (all exercises)
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C8: Exercises 1 and 5 combined 
Following is the histogram for number of scores below 50% and number of
scores above 50% for the normalized data sets of exercises 1 and 5 combined.

Interactive group 
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%    5 (27.78%)    1 ( 5.56%)    3 (16.67%) 
> 50%  13 (72.22%)  17 (94.44%) 15 (83.33%)
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Animation group
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%  16 (53.33%)  11 (36.67%)    7 (23.33%)
> 50%  13 (43.33%)  19 (63.33%)  20 (66.67%)
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Figure C35: Clean data set (exercises 1 and 5)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean         0.2521    0.2670    0.1683

CI low      -0.2011   -0.0504   -0.3242
    high       0.7052    0.5844    0.6607

Standard   0.9112    0.6382    0.9903 
deviation

Animation first

Mean        -0.1512   -0.1602   -0.1010

CI low       -0.5438   -0.5934   -0.4840
    high       0.2414    0.2729    0.2820

Standard   1.0514    1.1600    1.0257
deviation
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Figure C36: Statistics for normalized, clean data set (exercises 1 and 5)
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C9: Exercises 2, 3, 4, and 6 combined 
Following is the histogram for number of scores below 50% and number of
scores above 50% for the normalized data sets of exercises 2, 3, 4, and 6
combined.

Interactive group 
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%  19 (40.43%)  10 (21.28%)    8 (17.02%)
> 50%  24 (51.06%)  35 (74.47%)  34 (72.34%)
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Animation group
            Question1     Question2     Question3
Value   Count (%)     Count (%)     Count (%)

< 50%    9 (17.31%)  10 (19.23%)  10 (19.23%)
> 50%  41 (78.85%)  42 (80.77%)  40 (76.92%)
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Figure C37: Clean data set (exercises 2,3,4,6)
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Questions:    Q1         Q2        Q3

Interactive tool first

Mean        -0.2986    0.0957    0.0356

CI low       -0.5835   -0.2060   -0.2435
    high      -0.0137    0.3975    0.3147

Standard   0.9702    1.0277    0.9506 
deviation

Animation first

Mean         0.2699   -0.0865   -0.0322

CI low        0.0006   -0.3610   -0.3273
    high       0.5392    0.1880    0.2630

Standard   0.9673    0.9860    1.0601
deviation
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Figure C38: Statistics for normalized, clean data set (exercises 2,3,4,6)
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C10: Time data for the exercises

Following figures show the data we captured related to the time spent on each of
the tools. 
Times (in seconds) by each student
(sorted)

 #   Interactive    Animation
      tool 

1       172            103
2       187            124 
3       222            125 
4       238            171 
5       284            190 
6       304            209 
7       353            234 
8       366            235 
9       441            247 
10     470            283 
11     493            285 
12     496            298 
13     632            360 
14                       429 
15                       569 
16                       621 
17                     1796 

 Basic statistics for the times 

                     Interactive tool       Animation

 Mean            358.3077                 369.3529

 Median         353.0000                 247.0000 

 Trimmed       350.3636                 292.0000
 mean (5%)

Figure C39: Statistics for time spent on first tool (phase2) of BFS exercise

Times (in seconds) by each student
(sorted)

 #   Interactive    Animation
      tool 

1          76              60 
2          96              93
3          99            102
4        125            115
5        128            127
6        133            160
7        136            181
8        156            391
9        178            416
10      185            489
11      222            526
12      229            547
13      253            603
14      356          1546
15      358

 Basic statistics for the times 

                     Interactive tool       Animation

 Mean            270.7647                 382.5714

 Median         178.0000                 286.0000 

 Trimmed       200.9333                312.5000
 mean (5%)
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16      360
17    1513

Figure C40: Statistics for time spent on first tool (phase2) of DFS exercise

Times (in seconds) by each student
(sorted)

 #   Interactive    Animation
      tool 

1           65            11
2           65            45 
3         100            45 
4         120            72 
5         133            84 
6         169          104 
7         170          113
8         193          124 
9         304          129 
10       440          134 
11     1107          138
12     1709          141   
13                       142   
14                       220   
15                       412   

 Basic statistics for the times 

                     Interactive tool       Animation

 Mean            381.2500                 127.6000

 Median         169.5000                 124.0000

 Trimmed       260.5455                114.6923
 mean (5%)   

Figure C41: Statistics for time spent on first tool (phase2) of Kruskal's

Times (in seconds) by each student
(sorted)

 #   Interactive    Animation
      tool 

1          99              43
2        145              48
3        210              76
4        218              84
5        397            137
6        402            162
7        490            173
8        569            189
9        577            296
10      645            525
11    1344            532
12    1898            642
13                        658
14                      3600*

 Basic statistics for the times 

                     Interactive tool       Animation

 Mean            582.8333                 511.7857

 Median         446.0000                 181.0000

 Trimmed       499.7000                293.5000
 mean (5%)   

* - times were trimmed at 3600 seconds max 
    (i.e. time = min(time, 3600) 

Figure C42: Statistics for time spent on first tool (phase2) of Prim's
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Times (in seconds) by each student
(sorted)

 #   Interactive    Animation
      tool 

1          542                12 
2          581                12
3          634                16
4        1534                67
5        2489              102
6                              151
7                              165
8                              212
9                              235
10                            308
11                            360
12                            368
13                            508
14                            900
15                          2323

 Basic statistics for the times 

                     Interactive tool       Animation

 Mean            1156                        382.6000

 Median         634.0000                 212.0000

 Trimmed      1156                        244
 mean (5%)   

Figure C43: Statistics for time spent on first tool (phase2) of Bellman-Ford

Times (in seconds) by each student
(sorted)

 #   Interactive    Animation
      tool 

1           3               4 
2         78               6 
3         81               7
4         88             12
5         93             46
6         94             86
7        103          112
8        125          214
9        147          246
10      285          280
11      290       
12      394       
13      960       

 Basic statistics for the times 

                     Interactive tool       Animation

 Mean            210.8462                   101.3000

 Median         103.0000                     66.0000

 Trimmed      161.6364                    101.3000
 mean (5%)   

Figure C44: Statistics for time spent on first tool (phase2) of Dijkstra's
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Interactive tool Animation
Mean 407.6528 323.1294

Median 233.5000 171
Trimmed Mean

(5%)
336.1250 236.0130

Table C1: Statistics for first tool of all six exercises combined

Interactive tool Animation
Mean 579.89 375.56

Median 455.5 235
Trimmed Mean

(5%)
486.06 281.25

Table C2: Statistics for exercises 1 and 5 combined 

Interactive tool Animation
Mean 350.24 291.47

Median 181.5 137
Trimmed Mean

(5%)
284.58 204.83

Table C3: Statistics for exercises 2, 3, 4, and 6 combined 
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Appendix D: Survey 

We conducted a short survey to get students' feedback about the tools they have
used in the experiment. Following is the 2-page survey that was given out. The
histograms for the feedback data are presented below.

1. For your exercises in this course, you had a chance to use animation applets and two
 different interactive animation tools. Below are the labeled snapshots of each tool.

Tool A: Tool B:

Animation A: Animation B:

Animation C: As a reminder, for your six exercises the following
tools were used:
Breadth-First Search:        Tool A and Animation A
Depth-First Search :          Tool B and Animation B
Kruskal’s Algorithm:        Tool B and Animation B
Prim’s Algorithm:             Tool B and Animation C
Bellman-Ford Algorithm:  Tool A and Animation B
Dijkstra’s Algorithm:        Tool B and Animation B
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Please answer the following questions about the tools and animations by circling the
appropriate choice. 
How easy was the tool/animation to use:
     Tool A:             Very easy       Easy       Somewhat difficult      Hard    Did not use the tool
     Tool B:             Very easy       Easy       Somewhat difficult      Hard    Did not use the tool
     Animation A:  Very easy       Easy       Somewhat difficult       Hard    Did not use the tool
     Animation B:  Very easy       Easy       Somewhat difficult       Hard    Did not use the tool

           Animation C:  Very easy       Easy       Somewhat difficult       Hard    Did not use the tool

How clear was the information presented (e.g. how clear were graphics and animation):
      Tool A:            Very clear     Clear      Not so clear      Confusing Did not use the tool
      Tool B:            Very clear     Clear      Not so clear      Confusing Did not use the tool
      Animation A:  Very clear     Clear      Not so clear      Confusing Did not use the tool
      Animation B:  Very clear     Clear      Not so clear      Confusing      Did not use the tool
      Animation C:  Very clear     Clear      Not so clear      Confusing     Did not use the tool

How effective was this tool for learning the algorithms:
     Tool A:   Very effective   Effective   Somewhat effective  Ineffective   Did not use the tool
     Tool B:   Very effective   Effective   Somewhat effective   Ineffective   Did not use the tool
     Animation A: Very effective  Effective  Somewhat effective  Ineffective  Did not use the tool
     Animation B: Very effective  Effective  Somewhat effective  Ineffective  Did not use the tool
     Animation C: Very effective  Effective  Somewhat effective  Ineffective  Did not use the tool

Would you use this tool to learn new algorithms:
Tool A: Yes  No  Tool B: Yes  No  Animation A: Yes  No  Animation B: Yes  No
Animation C: Yes  No 

2. Tool B, had a feedback feature that compared your answer with the correct answer
(see picture below to refresh your memory). Please circle the option that best fits
your opinion about this feature:

Great

Good

Neutral

Not useful

Bad
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3. For your exercises in this course, you had a chance to use several different animation
applets that allowed you to create your own graphs. Please circle the option that best
fits your use of this feature.

           Created my own graphs     Did not create my own graphs      Did not use the applet

            If you created your own graphs, how many did you create on average per
exercise:          

      More than 10 Between 5 and 10 Less than 5

Question 1:  Results
Very Easy Easy Somewhat

difficult
Hard Did not

use 
ToolA 3 11 9 1 3
ToolB 9 10 5 2 2
Animation A 4 13 5 2 3
Animation B 1 11 7 5 2
Animation C 2 10 8 2 5

Table D1: Answers for survey Question 1
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Figure D1: Graph for Question 1 result 

Question 2:  Results.
Very Clear Clear Not so

clear
Confusing Did not

use 
ToolA 4 12 5 2 3
ToolB 11 11 2 1 2
Animation A 2 14 5 1 3
Animation B 2 9 9 3 2
Animation C 2 12 7 0 5

Table D2: Answers for survey Question 2
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Figure D2: Graph for Question 2 result 

Question 3:  Results.
Very

effective
Effective Somewhat

effective
Ineffective Did not

use 
ToolA 6 4 6 3 0
ToolB 9 5 4 3 0
Animation A 4 5 9 1 0
Animation B 4 7 6 3 0
Animation C 3 6 7 3 0

Table D3: Answers for survey Question 3
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Figure D3: Graph for Question 3 result 

Question 4:  Results
Yes No

ToolA 12 2
ToolB 13 2
Animation A 11 3
Animation B 9 5
Animation C 7 7

Table D4: Answers for survey question 4
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Question 5: Results
Great Good Neutral Not

useful
Feedback feature 17 3 1 1

Table D5: Answers for survey question 5

Question 6: Results
Created my own graphs Did not create graphs

11* 10
Table D6: Answers for survey question 6

* - Note: 100% of students who created their own graphs, created less than five
     graphs.
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Appendix E: Adding exercises to Moodle  

We chose to deploy our experiment in Moodle (see sections 3 and 3.3. for more
details). Thus, Moodle was extended to provide the course teacher with ability to
add exercises to the course. The primary goal of this extension was:

• To provide a simple way for the course teacher to add exercise modules to
Moodle, where an exercise module is an applet that optionally reports some
grading information back to Moodle.

• For Moodle to be able to receive the grading information from the exercise
module and record it in the same way it records results of other modules
such as quiz, assignment, survey, etc. 

Because this extension to Moodle was not the primary objective of our project,
only the minimum functionality was implemented, with the intention that this work
would be continued by another student (as part of another project or teaching
assistance, etc.). 

In this appendix, we demonstrate how a course teacher can add exercise
module to the course in Moodle. The following appendix F describes the
technical aspect of this extension as a reference for someone who would be
continuing the extension implementation. 

The task of adding an exercise module to the course in Moodle involves very few
steps and follows the same Moodle principles common to adding other types of
modules such as assignment and quiz. Therefore, a course teacher with prior
Moodle experience should not find the process of adding an exercise module too
different from the process of adding other type of modules (this was one of the
design goals).

Following are the steps the course teacher or the course administrator should
take to add an exercise module:

1. Logon to the Moodle system and go to the main page of the desired course.
Course teachers and administrators have authority to add content to the
course. Therefore, there will be the “Turn editing on” option available, as
shown on the figure E1 below. This option could be either a hyper link in the
Administration panel (shown on the left side of the figure) or it could be a
button (shown on the top right of the figure).
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Figure E1: “Turn editing on” options are circled in red.

2. Click the “Turn editing on”. The course page will reload with extra options
available. One of the options will be to add an activity to the course, as shown
on figure E2 below.

Figure E2: Editing options are circled in red.
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3. Select “Module” from the drop down list of activities, as shown in the figure E3
below.

Figure E3: Module option is circled in red.

4. The “editing module“ page will be loaded, as shown in the figure E4 below.
This page is an HTML form that allows one to specify the exercise parameters
such as: the name and description of the module, grading options, timing
options, etc. The currently supported fields are:

• Module Name
This is the name of the exercise that will be displayed in the course page
 (i.e. it will be the name of the link that students click on to get to the
 exercise). This is a required field.

• Exercise class name
This is the name of the Java class that implements the module. Specify the
name without the extension (e.g. If the class name is DepthFirstSearch,
specify  DepthFirstSearch and not  DepthFirstSearch.class or
DepthFirstSearch.java)

• Applet width
This option specifies the width of the exercise applet. The value will be
copied, unchanged, into the HTML APPLET tag, and therefore the value
can be specified in any form supported by the HTML APPLET tag. The
default value is 900 pixels.
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• Applet height
This option specifies the height of the exercise applet. The value will be
copied, unchanged, into the HTML APPLET tag, and therefore the value
can be specified in any form supported by the HTML APPLET tag. The
default value is 400 pixels.

• Introduction 
This option specifies an introduction text for the exercise. The introduction
text is displayed when students click on the exercise link, and usually
contains description of the exercise and directions.

• Open the module
This option specifies the date and time when the module becomes
available to the students. The students will not be able to access the
exercise until the specified date and time. This option is disabled by default,
meaning that the exercise becomes available immediately after it has been
created.   

• Module closes
This option specifies the date and time when the module becomes
unavailable to the students. The students will not be able to access the
exercise after the specified date and time. This option is disabled by
default, meaning that the exercise is always available.

Other fields in the form are not currently supported and could be developed in
future projects. 
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Figure E4: Add Module form (top part)

5. After all desired options are specified, click on “Save changes” button. The
exercise should now be created and ready to use.
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Appendix F:  Design reference for exercise support in Moodle

The secondary goal of the project was to provide the Moodle teacher an ability to
add exercises developed under the learning productivity framework to Moodle
course. One of the main design points was to provide a simple and generic way
for teachers to add applets as an exercise assignment; no knowledge of Moodle
internals should be required from the teacher.
Because the framework was implemented in Java, we decided that the quickest
and most straight forward way would be to extend Moodle to allow course
teachers to add exercises as applet modules in the same manner they would
add a quiz. Furthermore, we wanted to make the extension generic enough so
that any applet, not necessarily the one implemented under the framework, could
be added to Moodle. Another important aspect of the design was to make
Moodle independent from applet specifics, such as the class and jar names. This
was especially important to us since, at the time of our project, the learning
productivity framework was under development, and we needed to avoid any
applet code changes (especially changes to class names) to require changes in
Moodle.
As the result of aforementioned requirements, our design included a middle tier,
called the Driver. The Driver is a Java class that has predetermined name which
does not change. Moodle always invokes the Driver, passing it some information
about the exercise (exercise name, user id, etc.). The Driver dynamically loads
the appropriate Java class for executing the exercise. This way, the Moodle side
has to be coded once - to invoke the Driver. Afterwards, no matter what changes
have been done to the exercise code, Moodle side does not need to change.     
More specifically, we devised the following scheme:

• The name of the main applet class never changes (the name is
LPPApplet). Moodle always references this applet name in the “code” part
of the <APPLET> tag (e.g. <APPLET code=”edu.sjsu.cs.lpp.moodle.LPPApplet”... ).
This is set up once by the administrator during installation and does not
need to be changed.

• When an exercise module is created in Moodle by the teacher, a unique
name is specified for each exercise. Typically this unique name is the same
name as the java class that implements the corresponding problem (e.g.
InsertionSort). The name is passed to the LPPDriver, which, in turn, uses it
to determine which problem class to instantiate and run. This indirection
allows us to freely change the code on the  applet side (even changing the
name of the classes) without requiring any changes by the Moodle
administrator/teacher! LPPDriver simply maintains the mapping between
the problem name used in Moodle and the actual Java class that
corresponds to this problem.
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This scheme is extremely useful for agile development, and allows more
flexibility for migration. Figure F1 below demonstrates the design, as well as the
data flow between the components.

Figure F1: Overall design and data flow

As shown on the figure F1, Moodle invokes LPPDriver.class that resides in
lppdriver.jar. It sends the name of the problem that it wants to invoke (along with
other information such as user id). LPPDriver maps the name sent by the
Moodle to the Java class associated with the problem, loads the class and
invokes it. The code that implements the problem reports the problem results
such as grade and time (as well as user id) back to Moodle via the HTTP POST.
To simplify the task of reporting problem result back to Moodle and to reuse the
code, a Java interface LPPAppletCallback is provided which all problem calsses
should implement. Once LPPAppletCallback is implemented by the problem
class, the reporting to Moodle can be simply done by invoking ReportResult
method. 
Both LPPDriver and LPPAppletCallback are part of the learning productivity
framework, and reside in its own package called moodle (edu.sjsu.cs.lpp.moodle).
The compiled jar files need to be copied into the Moodle (into the moodle/mod/
lpp directory). 
A more current and detailed design documentation is available at
http://mirror4.cvsdude.com/trac/sjsu_cs/lpp2007/attachment/wiki/
AndreiLuriesWeeklyReport/moodle_integration_doc.pdf
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